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Faculty Senate
approves plan
for salary cuts
By 1'1:!lIIp Fior'.ni

starr Writer

Kiddie City

SUff Photo by Doug Janvrin
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S-Senate readies for Round 2
of fee allocations to RS;Os
By James Den
Sbff Writei'

Some recognized students
organizations may bave to
phone borne and ask for more
money alter the ~ an4
final rounds ef fee allocations
!Idleduled for Wedne8t\aJ night.
Tbe Student SeDate ~-m be
deciding bow much to fund
PriG;ity 1 and Priority 2 RSOs
at a special meeting at 7 p.m. in
Student Center Ballr1lOln D.
'lbe organizations scheduled
£r,' fee allocations hearings
i'lclude tbe Under~'I'.duate
Student Organintion, the
Student Programming Council,
WIDB, the Obelisk II yearbook,
tbe International Student
Council, tbe Inter-Greek
Council, the Co~e of Business
and Administntion Council, the
Black Affairs Council and the
Illinois
Public
Interest
Researcb Group.
USO President Jerry Cook

vetoed two bills from the last
senate meeting. Both bills were
fee allocations for Priority 3
groups -:- the United Nations
SimUlation Association and the
Student Enviroomeatal Center.
BotiIJP'0UP6'ft1'eaiYenmore
funds tbaJl the
Finance

Levenhagen said the senate will

also vote on whetJMtr to impeach
four senators for lack of attendance. USO by-laws allow
two absenees without proxy.
ID other busiDea, the senate
As scbeduled to ratify tile spring
e1ectioo raulta. 1be Trojan
C.mmiuioa . recommended. P.n, .... abe eIecticJa wbidl
Cook said this action brought· was held April 13.
the usa over ~dget lor
Two RSOs. the Unfve!'sity
Priority : !,,-~. The senate Mid-America Peace Project
wiD consider Cook's veto.
and Tel-Pro, are also requesting
~ enrollment bas led additional funds from the

usa

to a decrease of about $12,000 in
fee allocations for next year.
Cook said the decrease 'Ii as
divided ~lIy between the
three prionty groups.
Tbe senate is also scbeduled
to vote on a bill to absolve
WIDB's debt t.o USO and merge
the group with the University
Programming Office. This
proposal has the approval of the
USO F-xecutive Cabinet and the
WlliB staff.
USO Vice President Fritz

senate.
The senate will consider an
amendment to the USO CODsbtution that would allow for a
formal input poUcy for minority
constituents.
The Guitar and Lute Club and
the SIU Amateur Radio Club
have requested line transfers of
USO funds. The groops will not
receive tdditional funds. but
request the approval to use
allocated funds for a different
purpose.

S-Senate to decide fate of WIDB
Shepherd, would affiliate WIDB
with
the
University
Programming Office.
This move would establish a
The staff of WIDB proR,ises to
show up en masse Wednesday link between WIDB and SPC.
night to lobby the Student
Both JO"OUPS have dubbed this
Senate to pass a proposal that relOttionship "mutually
would wipe out an existing debt beneficial" since WIDB could
and give WIDB a new location. be utilized for promotion of SPC
The proposal, drawn up by
events ant! would get new acUndergraduate Student commodatiuns in the Student
.
Orga.lization President Jerry Center. WIDB is currently
Cook, WIDB General Manager located in Wright I.
Jim Hagarty and Student
The
Student
Senate.
Programming Chair Dale scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. in
By Jllmes Den
Writer

Sta~

the Student Center, has to
decide Wednesday whether or
not to Wipe out a debt of about
$9,000 to the Student Activity
Entity Account. Eliminating the
debt is vital to the proposal,
according to Scott Tumer. an
account executive at WIDB.
"This proposal is reallx
crucial to WIDB's success,'
Turner said. "We think WIDB
has been a really important
part of the University for a long
See WIDB, Page Z

The F~cu·,ty Senate approved
a plan 1'l.esday that would
require the Eoard of Trustees to
declare fim.'ncial exigency.
rather than fISCal necessity. if it
wishes to call for short·term
salary reductions.

P~~i~:n:ast ~:-: meg~~'i

presented a proposal which
would give the University the
power to suspend faculty and
administrative-professional
staff contracts if the board
declared such an action a
"fiscal necessity. .. That
proposal is scbeduled to be
addressed ~ the board in JlDJe.
Tbe senate's plan, aP{H'OVed
at a special meeting m the
Student Center, urges the administration to atay with the
present financial exigency
policy. but also to amend
Univenn~atatutes to define
and
exactly what ateps
IP take

the event 01 a

declaration
of financial
exigency to solve a short-term
problem.
The Committee OIl FinaDcial
Exigency. establisbed at the
last senate meetin8. presented
• report and the alternative
plan in response the University's proposal.

Herbert Donow. senate
president, said that there are
other implications to a
declaration
of
financial
exigency than people seem to
realize besides simply firing
tenured faculty members, as
the University statute leads

~~e ~~~~~! on Fina'ncial
Exigency report states that the
senate "considers any plan to
make explicit alterat.ion to
employee contracts in the face
~a~~bfeb~~~:~

;>loyees and the Un!,versity,
particularly so since SUCh a step
IS UIlIM!C.:essary to accomplish
the pUi"pose of the administralion." The report says
"the dec~... tion of fmancial
See PLAN, Page 2
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Faculty asks for voice
in administrators' pay
By Phillip Fierin.I
Slaff Writer

The
Faculty
Senate
unanimously approved a
resolution Tuesday urging the
administration to include
faeillty in deci!:iClns involving
slliary adjustments for ad·
mlnistrator.!.
Marvin Kleinali. chairman of
the Faculty Status and Welfare
Committee. said the the senate
had expressed cow,em about
the fact that faculty in the past
had played little or no role in
decisions to increase the
salaries of administrators.
The intention is not to limit
negotiations, but rather to
stress the importance of moving
negotiations of these kinds "out

of 'smoke-filled rooms' into the
Ught of day." the resolution
states.
Presently, no ceiling exists in
terms of salary increases or
restrictions ID terms of
assignment changes. Also. a
change in salary may be
provided when an emploYE'8 is
given a mw ~ition of the same
contrad penod u the old ('.Q4!. U
the new assignment cnar.ges the
period from nine lei it mont.l)s,
no salary increase is allowed,
according to the resolutton.
Under these circumstancc:s, a
maximum seven percent increase is negotiable, but only
under cbanses in the same
contract penod.
See VOIao:, Page 3

House comul.ittee rules against Lavelle
WASHING1'ON (AP J - The
House Energy and Commerce
!:~!!"..;;!ittee voted unanimously
Tuesday to cite former Environmental Protection Agency
official Rita M. Lavelle for
c~ntempt of Congres!' f.or
defying subpoenas to testify
before the pailel about alleged
i;PA mismanagement.
The vote sends the contempt

citauoll W UI\: nU\I:IC flour. A

vote there to cite Ms. Lavelle
could result in criminal action
against her in U.S. I?is~~t
Court.
Contempt
I~
a
misdemeanor punishable' by a
S1.000 fine and up to one :{ear in

.J8i1.

Rep. John Dingell, ~tVlicb.,
the committee's chairman. said
he would be willing to irop the

action if Ms. Lavelle appears
and
cooperates
with
congressional investigators.
But he urged her to '~e
promptiy, " saying the House
would vote on the resolution ''in
the very near future."
Ms. Lavelle's attorney,
James J. BierLower, said after
the committee vote that his
client Viants to coop:rate, but

has been hampered because she administrator twice defied
has been in California job- subpoenas to appear before the
bunting.
subcommittee.
Bierbower wrote a letter to
Ms. Lavelle was in charge of
the committee Monday urging the $1.6 billion "superfund"
the panel to ''reconsider'' the toxic waste cleanup program.
planned vote, but Dingell said She was ftred by President
there had been no real effort to Reagan on Feb. 7 after she
refused a request by then-EPA
make Ms. Lavelle available.
Tbe committee vote came Administrator Anne McGill
after ~ former EPA assistant Burford that she resi~~.

News Roundup--

Council faces intersecton dispute
By Karen Torry

s&an Writer

City officials have recommended that the Carbondale
City C)lmcil deny a reql~t to
remove a median at 800 W. Mill
St. 8nd install a pedestrian
signal at Mill and Rawlings
streets.
The requests, made in early
.January by Virginia Hopkins,
site manager of Carbondale
Towers and Mill Street Apartmeuts, were discussed by the
City Cooncil at its infor .:1al

m~~~Yu~::rv:~t.east

William Rypkema believe
removal of the median would
create a traffic hazard on Mill
Street.
Rypkema
in
another
memorandum said that a
median removal in the prooosed
location - the lower end of a
slope in the road - could cause
accidents because of limited
visibility.
There have been four accidents in the past three years
near that section of Mill Street,
Si!id Rypkema, all at the intersection of Forest and Mill

~~::i:!' fo~r~~~fes a~o~

on
Mill Street must turn left on would create another potential
Rawlings Street and left on accident location, Rypkema
Fn-eman Street to enter the added.
Carbondale Towers parking lot,
"Basically. we would be
Hopkins said in a letter to the trading traffic safety for the
city administration. Removal of . convenience of residents and
the median would provide visitors to 800 W. Mill St.," Sl'ia
direct access to the parking lot. Rypkema.
In a memorandl.m to City
Reeder also said th!.& addition
Manager Carroll Fry, Ed of a pedestrian si;nal would not
Reeder, public works director, increase the safety of persons
stated that he and Police Lt. using the CJ'OIl;SWalk at 800 w.

Two development plan. announced

Mill St,
"Existing traffic signs and
roadway markings anow the
city's police officers to Issue
traffic citations if motorists are
not C!beying the rules of the
road," said Reeder.
Councilwoman
Helen
Westberg, who will be sworn in
as mayor at the formal City
Council meeting next Monday,
suggested that increased police
surveillance of the area may be
needed.
Councilman Neil Dillard
expressed concern that cars do
not stop for pedestrians using
the crosswalk..
"They seem to stop whe!l
handicapped persons are
present, but they do not st~ for
anyone else," Dillard said.

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Small businesses would get
government help with low-cost loans under separate, but
similar, economic development plans announced Tuesday by
Governor Thomr'Oll and House Speaker Michael Madigan.
The economic development programs unveiled largely are
geared toward creating sources of capital for new companies
or smaller bustnesses seeking to expand.
Madigan's proposal requin-s General Assembly approval;
Thompson said his does not. The officials descl'lbed the cost to
the state treasury from their proposals as minor.

State HOWle reject. ICC plan
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Plans to make Illinois' utility
regulating commissioo elected rather than appointed got a
frost:\' receplioo Tuesday from a state House panel.
Lawmakers on the Public Utilities Committee voted 6-3 to
reject one mea~ure C4Iiling for the creation of an elected state
Commerce Commission.
After witnessing the vote, sponso1'1l of similar measures
quickly withdr<!-.o t!!<>ir bills from committee consideration.

The council will !lct formally
on the request at its meeting
next Monday night when
recently-elected
council
members Keith Tuxhorn and
Patrick Kelley will be sworn in
along with Westberg.

House panel cu~ Reagan reque.t
WASHINGTON (AP) - Pre!.ident Reagan's request for $60
millioo in military aid to EI Salvador was cut in half by a
House panel O"l Tuesday as he readied a special plea to
Congress and the natioo to rally behind his Central America
policy.
The 7-5 decisioo by the Appropriations subcommittee on
foreign operatiOllS to') !Slash the Salvador aid to $30 millioo
rollowed a tie vote, 6-6, that would have barred any decision at
all for 90 days. The compromise was i::&Igineered by Chairman
Clarence D. Long, D-Md., who just returned from E1 Salvador.

PLAN from-Page I
exigency will provide every
John Mouw, a professor in
means to achieve the desir~ guidance and educational
policy solution."
psychology, said the contracts
According to the American shouldn't toe altered. He said in
Association of University a state 0' emergency, the
Professors policy on "The Role faculty and the administration
of the Fa('U\ty in Budgetary should work it out together.
Matters." quoted in the CFE
Somit said that if the senate
report, . 'reductions in the really meant thai a change in
personal service line effected empioyee contracts
was
through furl~. ~yless work • unacceptable
then
ttoil'
days and a Uruverslty shuldown
'
are the most obvious means" to
solve a short-tt:rm problem. .
di:a~.preSldent
Somlt time ,~nd we want it to stay that
"The long-range solution is wa~.
. .
fina ,cial exigency. since it
F~al responslbllty. for the
doesr.'1 become operative until sta~lon ~ould be given. to
one year," Somit said, referring UDlve.rslty Programm~ng
to the present statute. "But how Coordmator
Bruce. Zlmcan we meet a short.term merman. These duties a~e
problem?"
c~tly held by Nancy Hams,
Somit said the administration director of student develophad to ask this. to draft a pl~~ to m:~ facilities for the station
meet a possIble $12 million would be constructed on the
sh~r:as~tgr ~;:I fn~~tion of fourth fioor of the Student
soliciting conslituency reac. Center at a cost of about $30.000.
lions to the proposal was to say About $15,000 of that would
that "conceding this is policy, come from. the WIDB budget
what limits do we place on (the over a penod f!l five years.
administration)."
About $9.000 woukl be absorbed
John Baker, assistant to by the Student Center and about
Somit, agreed that the senate ~,~ would come from unshould focus in on what kinds of dist.nbuted student fees over a
limitations it wanted and not be penod of y~ars.
concerned with altering the
WIDB will also. seek funds
contracts. He said a clause from the fee allocations pr~
already exists in terms of board to help pay for ~one Im~.
policy and what it can do.
WIDB uses phone. h':les as Its
"Nobody's talking aboul method of transmIssion to 00firing tenured faculty in time campus buildings and residence
halls. These lines cosl about
for next year." Baker said.

discussion was "pointless."
One of the alternatives the
administration had considered,
he said, was to reduce salaries,
but not, as feared by the senate,
a reduction in the salary base.

Shultz gets Egyptian chie; • • upport
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Secretary of Slate George P. Shultz
received Egyptian President H06ni Mubarak's full support
Tuesday for what is expected to be a grueling effort to get an
agreement for the withdrawal of Israeli and other foreign
Iroop5 from Lebanon.
The effort begins Wednesday when Shultz goes to Israel to
meet Prime Minister Menachem Begin, wbo has set cooditions
for a troop withdrawal that Lebanon is unwilling to meel

"A high priority is protecting
the base-," Somit said, referring
to what has been discussed by
the administration.

WIDD f rom P age 1

MONDAY THRU THURSDAY 5 PM TIL 10 PM

PRIME RIB DINNER
With 10 Item Fresh Fruit, &Salad Bar

$12,000 a year. '!be senate is

also scheduled to consider that
requesl
Turner said WIDB bas investigated open-airwave
transmission, but monetary
considerations and the Federal
Communications Commission
have thwarted the idea
fU~~ b~t s::st~~~y:' theu:!
are no open positions on the
band right now," Turner said.
One possibility, he said. is an
arrangement with local cable
firms, but DO fU'ID plans have
been made in that area.
"We have a lot of ideas, but in
order to start working on them
we have to get on our feet,"
Turner said.
Cook said WIDB is self·
supporting, but can't get ahead
of the debt.
Cook said he hopes the
Student Senate "will be as
concerned with the fate of
WIDB as I am and will join us to
help put WIDB back on its feet."
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Officials move to block off suburb
TIMES BEACH, Mo. CAP) - Times Beach officials, concerned that their dioxin-contaminated roads are dangerous,
moved Tuesday to blockade the doomed St. Louis suburb from
rubber-necking tourists and looter's.
The Environmental Protection Agency bas put up more thaD
$33 million and the state goverrunent bas put more than $3.6
million to buy thP homes and businesses in the town where
residents haVf: I>ee.l driven out by fiooding or diOldn CODtaminatioo. About 65 families remain in the near-ghost town.
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Published daily in the Journalism and Egyptian L.,1boratorv Monday
through Friday during regular semesters and Tuesday through Friday
during summer term by Southr.rn Illinois Universitv, Communications
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Editorial and business offices located in CommlDlications Building. North
Wing. Phone 536-3311, Vernon A. Stone. fiscal officer.
Subscription rates are $30.00 per year or $17,50 for six months within the
United. States and $45.00 per year or $30.00 for six months in all foreign
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Repairs planned near new overpass
8y Kaftll Torry
S&aff Writer

slope. Replacement of 5,008 Bailey, an Dlinois Departm..nt
cubic yards of earth and 4,160 of Transportation expert who
tons of stone is included in the
f::i~ a report on the slope
cost.
No city money will be spent
"There's really no way to
for the repairs. The Federal guarantee it (won't happen
Highway Administration will again)," Bailey said.
foot 95 percent of the bill, and
the Illinois Commerce ComWork may start th!~ week to
mission will fund 5 percent.
relocate a water _.e which
Although engineers design must be moved before road
roads and bridges for the worst repairs can begin. One lane of
possible conditions, such Springer Rioge Road will
problems cannot always be remain open to traffic during
avoided, according to Dale the construction.

A portion of the Springer
Ridge Road ap~ch to the
new Pleasant Hill Road overpass will be closed during
construction to reppir a slope
failure in the road caused by
subsoil conditions_
About 250 feet of the west side
of Springer- Ridge Road
recently collapsed, a "claso;ic
example" of an engineering
failure brought on by unknown

soil conditions, Mayor Hans struction of the S2 million
Fischer said at the Carbondale Pleasant Hill «oad overpass
C.il)' Council meeting Monday because such tests usually are
DlgIlt.
not
required,
Railroad
"What you've ended up doing
here is essentially not dOlDg that ~rJo~~::~e~~~I:cJ:~~~~U
Gilsnell said that drillings
kind of extensive testing, which
is not standard in the trade," which estimate soil quality are
Fischer said, "and taking the normally made only at the
chance that you're going to overpass site.
have a failure."
The council considered an
Tests which might have $86,513.90 cost estimate by E.T.
detected the subsoil conditions Simonds Construction, which
that caused the collapse were built the overpass, to repair the
not conducted prior to con- road damage and upgrade the

VOICE
from Page 1

Survey raps new GTE billing system

The senate tabled a report
and two resolutions regarding
four alternative salary increase
allocation plans presented to

8y Terry Levecke
S&aff Writer

::;:~cni~~~mft~ps by

The
AdminstrativeProfessional Council is expected to address the plans May
11, before the Board of Trustees
meeting in June, when the plans
are scheduled to be addressed.
The Faculty Status and
Welfare Committee presented
the senate two extreme,
alternative salary plans to
Somit's to be discussed.
Plan one, a general merit
plan, allocates 10 percent for
promotions, equity and market;
10 percent for outstanding
perfonnance, 30 percent for a
cost-of-living increase; and 50
percent for general merit in-

creases.
Plan two, a

cost-of-liviDg

plan, would allocate one percent

lor promotions, equity and
market; anotber for outstanding performance; and the
remainder for a cost-of-living
increase, half in terms of fixed
dollars and the other half for a
percent of salaries.

contacted by Southern Counties
Action Movement members
Cathie Paull and Rick Cozine
General Telephone Co. says said they aren't saving more
its new billing system is than S2 per month and don't like
resulting in lower bills for its the system because it saddles
customers and is running as them with the task of keeping
predicted after one month of track of their calIs.
comparison billing in Mur"The vast majority of people I
pbysboro and eight other talked to would have had higher
communities.
bills" under the USS, Paull said.
The billing system, Usage "And people with lower bills,
Sensitive Service,
bases just because their bills are
charges on the number of lower, still aren't in hvor of it.
outgoing calls, the calls' Most don't care to have a pay
duration and distance, and the phone running in the home."
time of day and day of the week
A
General
Telephone
they are made.
spokesman said Tuesday that a
nn Marcb 1, General one-month analysis of the
Telephone began mailing two comparison-billed communities
bills to its customers in nine was consistent with dati
communities, including Mur- gathered in three rormer test
physboro, where it wants to communities in whicb tbe
mstitute the new billing system cbarge-by-call system is now
being implemented.
next year:
Although the company say!!
"What this means is the
that the new system will majority of customers in our
allocate charges more fairly, comparison-billed exchanges
with heavy users paying more receiVed USS bills that were
than light users, son. e Mur- lower than what the:' paid under
P.bysboro customers don't like the regular flat-rate charge,"
It, according to an informal said Donn Pierce, GTl!! state
director of public affairs.
~~Pbysboro residents "Frankly, the company Is very

pleased - but not surprised that our current data is supporting our findings" from the
original tests, he said.
Both the company and Palin
said problems exist with
customers' interpretation of,
bills_ Charges like $.0450 per
call coafuse customers, Paull
said. Customers are interpeting
that charge to be 45 cents, when
it is really 41'1 cents. GTE
received about 300 inquiries,
most of them regarding the bill
format, according to a press
release.
But billing format and convenience are not the enly
problems with the system,
Paull said. Local businesses'
bills were not only higher, but
the new system "puts the naiJ in
the coffin in business relations
between Murphysboro and
Carbondale," Paull said.
GTE says the new system will
enable customers to structure
their calling patterns so they

d!~ir~ve ~o::,~e~s theta:
received
information
on
discount periods, zones and
access charges, Pierce said.
Customers, according to

GTE, will begin to like the
service more as they get used to
it. Paull said she plans to
conduct a survey in six months
to see if Murphysboro residents'
ii~ntiments change.
The Illinois Comr.ierce
C,'mmission ordered imple:nentat:on of the comparison
billing r.eriod, and the commiss;::il is supposed to be
monitoring customers' reactions. GTE is nol. supposed to
implement the new s),stem if
consumer reaction IS overwhelmingly negative, Paul
said.

Correction
It was incorrectly reported in
Tuesday's Daily Egyptain that
William E. Brower, professor of
engineering mechanics and
materials, said the chances are
good McAndrew Stadium could
collapse under rbe stress
created by a capaclty crowd
stomping their feet.
Brower said his most
pessimistic f!:stimate of the
stadium ~llapsing is one-in-athousand.

harman / kardon
r.fr....lnglyam.rlcan
Seldom today will you find such
el. .ance at such an ofiordable
price. In a Japan«e _1omlnat_
world of flash • alale
performance sometl..... ta.'"
a back seat to style. Not
M with the A....rlcan d ..lgned
hannctft I.ardon ..rl. . of products.

"Ultrawlde band freq.lnp. 20-22k"!3db
"Dolby8&C
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Opinion & Gommentary

Politics plagued
priorities report
THE UNDERGRADUATE Student Organization is over and the
losers may have been the students.
For politics may have killed the credibility of the Service
Evaluation Task Force.
USO President Jerry Cook organized the task force early last
semester and charged it with comprehensively evaluating and
ranking the seven services ftmded by student fees.
By those criteria, the task force report is only half a report The
background is there; the useful information is not. The task force's
overwhelming recommendation is one of further study.
The report was supposed to rank the services in a way similar to
the raoltings made in the faculty and staff committee's reports on
non-academic and academic priorities. Such information could help
determine where to cut state fUDding for these services or whether
to cut student-fee ftmding to offset large tuition increases - moves
that may be necessary if statf! appropriation levels for higher
education are less than desired.
BUT PROGRAM priorities are no where to be found. While the
report does include some general suggestions, the only specifics
included are for the Student Activity Fee. And the majority of those
specifics seem to be specific charges, not the necessary specific
priorities.
The trouble probably began when the task. force began to investigate a highly politicized area - student government politics.
Cook told the task force not to investigate the USO, according to
task. force chairman John Kelly. "The task force experienced
turbulence when the Student Activity Fee Committee chose to include the USO in its evaluation," an introduction to the report
states.
.
Cook has said that t.lJe task force was designed to luvestigate
areas where students had little control over spending and
programs. In contrast with the other six programs, allocation IIi a
large portion of the Student Activity Fee is controlled by the Student
Senate.
Regardless of the logic of either argwl.ent, the task force pltmged
full steam ahead into that service area, and Kelly focused on the
operating budget of the USO.
SOME RECOMMENDATIONS may be worthy of consideration.
KeCy recommended, for example, that Priority I and U Recognized
Student Organizations be funded on a flat-percentage basis, instead
of going through the fee allocation process as they do now.
Kelly believes this action would remove much of the politics from
a very political fee allocation process, a belief apparently si..'lred by
the recently elected Trojan Party, who perhaps coincidentally
included this recommendation in its platform.
However, there is the eoocern that once the Oat percentage is
established it would be, in effect, carved in stone. This could bave a
detrimental effect on keeping the RSQ's r!Scally and administratively resporL'Iible. So, too, could a problem arise wheu a
particular RSO grew in membersbip and importance and then
found itself locked into a low percentage bracket_
To give credit where credit is due, KeUy tried to avoid giving the
report a political aura by delaying its release IDltil after the USO
election. Tbe task force postponed releasing the report to Cook and
sru-c President Albert Somit to avoid a very political time.
But a delaved release did not I>olve a problem that comes from the
report itseH - the political charges and recommendations that
pervade the report.
What the University needed in direction on where to cut student
services if it becomes necessal:y.
What the University got was a political tool for one party or
another in the USO.

Silent sttldents deserve what they get
By Charles Victor
Staff Writer

•

WHETHER
THE
PROPOSED tuition increases
for rail are "outrageous" or
"necessary" one thing is certain - they are well deserved
by the students.
Andrew Herrmanl'l's column
on the Chicago White Sox excited so much heated comment
that it took one full page of
letters to the editor to accommodate it all. I don't know
how many more fell by the
wayside because of constraints
of newspaper space. Yet the
frightening reports of increases
up to $500, almost doubling
tuition, has brought nary a
letter from students.
Response to Herrmann's
"stereotyping" of the U of I and
poking fun at the Cardinals or
Cubs, by virtue of both ib
alacrity and volume has outstripped by miles any response
to these tuition increases. It
appears the student body is
more interested and aroused by
loyalty to an alma mater or to
their Iavorite sports club than to
higher education ~r se. A
curious set of prionties to say
the least, since the fee increases
seriously threaten the vel. idea

~ ~mr:nsed~~dti~~, :elfa~~f

Charles
Victor
StaHWriter
prevent tuition increases. Any
protest to make the University
administration stop and tIlink
must come from the grass roots
- the loud, concerned and
anguished voices of every single
one of the 24,000 or so students
and faculty on campus. Even
our great advocates of the
future at the Law School raised
hardly a whimper at the
proposal to close the Law
School.
It is understandable that in
discussions of pedantic high
economies, students can be out
of their depth. But 'Jtudents
don't have to have all the answers to raise their voices. They
can at least ask questions.

THE CHIEF LOBBYIST of
the nation itself.
our cash-strapped Universitr is
Student bodies like the USO one of the highest paid offic18ls
and GPSC must be highly in the state but has managed to
commended for plugging away get us only as far as the 13th
against tuition increases in the spot on IBHE's short list of
face of almost total apathy or, priorities. The University and
at the very least, private and the state with so little money
personal concerns of indivi<iual are so ready to pay $1.6 million
students. If student government for an out-of-the-way and
went strictly by student in- . potentially
expensive
to
terests or "needs," the hottest maintain library storage called
issue on their agenda should be the Bracy Building.
the Chicago White Sox.
These questions may only
re\-eal my Ignorance but I think
GOVERNMENT OF THE that ignorance needs to be
people, by the people, for the dispelled by some clear anpe<'ple at SIU-C means a c0n- swers.
cern over the Cardinals, not fee
The case of foreign and out-ofincreases. It means a fight for state students needs s()ecial
more parties and a more attention.
raucous Halloween tJJan c0n~- II
~heD I ~e here in the .....
cern over the refusal by the
University of !iM- use of its of 81, twtion and fees were
busses b) the Mid-America $1,106~ semester. By the ~U
Peace P=f\~' to transport of '82, It became $1,415, an mstudents to a legitimate anti- crease of $400. E~ a 10 pernuclear demonstration in cent increase thiS fall would
Washington. The sacred right to take it to more than $1,500,
swill beer to the beat of rock Every percentage increase,
music is more important than while it means a relatively
working to prevent nuclear fewer dollars for instate
annihilation of the whole world. students, means hundreds more
The question of student for foreign students. 'Ibe pace
government is not so much a at which higher education
question of government as of moves out of reach for these
students. A people always students is three times that for
deserve their leaders and for the instate students, Even a 10
better or for worse we deserve
percent increase this faU would
what we've got. It is no wonder,
take it to more tJJan $1,500.
and I don't think it is even their
Every percentage increase,
fault, that student government
while it means a relatively
has largely been unable to
fewer dollars for instate

students, means hundreas more
for foreign students. The pace
at which higher educatioll
moves out of reach for these
students is three times that for
the instate srodents.
The administration must pay
more attention to this matter.
At $1,500 per student, the 2,400
foreign students bring in more
than $10 million a year to the
University! Spending another
$3,500 each on books, board and
other expenses, they pump
another $8.5 million a year into
the economy of this IitUe town of
Carbondale. That's almost a
total of $20 million, given the
presence
of
out-of-state
students and some hildt spending foreign students who spend
far more than these paltry
averages.
THE INCREASES IN tuition
are going to make it difficult for
even the foreign governments
and a5{enr.ies that sponsor many
of. the foreign students. One of
the reasons for the increase in
foreign students in the United
States is the fee increases in
Britain. SIU did handsomely to
win the $3.4 million contract
with Malaysia, but Third World
countries hit by worldwide
recessions are going to rmd the
increasing education burden too
heavy and will begin te ~t back
especially as they cM!velop their
own inexpensive education
systems back home.
Foreign students who are
privatE!ly funded cope with
these increases in painful and
admirable ways. Chou, a
M llaysian, works 20 hours a
week' up to 3 a.m. while
carrying overloads every
semester to finish his computer
science degree in two years and
still maintaining a 4.0 GPA.
Two
of
my
Malaysian
housemates are carrying 24 and
25 hours a week while work.iml
20 hours. They have to Iti1l
themselves this way because
every sem~ter ~ved means. an
$8,000 savlOI In MalaYSian
dollars.
•
Apart from these monetary
benefits are, of course, the
immeasurable cultural, social
and political benefits of baYing
students from afar on the
campus. The melting pot
continues to boil and the intermixing of out-of-state
students from different parts of
the United States shouldn't be
overlooked either.
So I have made my case for
fore~ students. I ~ others
will make their own. For me
and many other .foreign
students every announcement
of a fee increase sends tremors
down my spine.
For many here it seems to be
"what the beck, the price of
beer at Gatsby's is still the
same."

--~etters--
Truth not easy to define
but what is the point?
This letter is in response to
Clare A. Callicoat's letter
concerning the fighting truth
about America. (April 25)
Apparently you saw only what
you wanted to see at the incident at T.J's on April 19. It's
amazing how you took a fight
betwf!e1l two drunken students
and twisted around to make
Americans sound like the bad
gUit seemed to me, both
students were fighting equaUy
for the same poster. A lot of
name calling and yelling went
on after the bouncers separated
the two.
Dido't you hear and see the
foreign student motioning to go
outside and fight?You must
have also turned a deaf ear to
what the forei~ students were
Page". Pal'

"'::lIII3 ...

saying. Could we not ~ call
the foreign students tgJ1O!8nt
for not knowing the Amencan
students' nationalities?
It was nothing more than. a
fight between two students, Wl~
their friends trying to break It
up and keep the two separated,
How come every time there is an
incident between an American
and a foreign student someone
always has to point a rmger and
say .. It's those Americans who
started it" or "It's those,
foreigners
started it"?

who

What I really would like to
know is what was the point of
your letter? Obviously it wasn't
the tnilll of the incident at
T .J.'s. - Mike Kendall, SeIllor.
Electronics Teebaology

Programs director enjoys job ~~iiiWli·ii·I·'··········~-tc
~~~~~"~~r.I~~ir;~,~~~-:.~
working with special campers
By Jac!de Dourlet
S&uftut Writer

••
••
•
•••
•

accent on environmental challenged more because their
awareness
for
special disabilities will make life more
MEMBrR CARIONDALI SENIOR CmDN PLAN.
populations, Davis said.
challenging to beltin with."
What started as a summer job
Touch of Nature is located on
for a 16-year-old boy has 6,500 acres of land near Giant
One
new
idea
the
camp
become a career for a 31-year· City qoad. The program
in 1980 was the Camp
Honoring Secrotarles Week I
old man. George Davis, better provf .~ eight two-week camps developed
Lions Adventure Wilderness
known as Butch, is director of for special populations - the School (CLAWS), which won the
I
Free Beveraga with Meal
the programs for the han· deaf and blind, cerebral national Eleanor P. Eells "fun
-f(
I
·Wlne ·Beer ·Soft Drink
I
palsied, severely retarded, for advancement" Award.
~~::Sm:~ta1~~te~~ Nature multiple
handicapped, and the CLA WS is a wildernesswith
coupon
I
When he started as a summer mild and moderately retarded. residential program for deaf
L
~
expire. 4/30
I ___________________
counselor at the camps in 1968, The
camps
serve
ap· and blind children. oriented
Dav'~ said he had the same
proximately 400 campers towards ad ··enture and the
fears most people have when mainly from Illinois and acceptance (\; responsibilty.
they come in contact with Kentucky.
Eat In or Tak. Out Plua Special
•
something they aren't familiar
Davis bid the emphasis of
Davis expresses a strong
Singi. Ingrecll.nt 13••9
•
with. But those fears soon the camps is to provide a ser- belief that campers can and •
vanished and he spent more of vice that goes beyond two should be put in positions of •
2 for only' 15.99
•
the summer with the kids than weeks. Davis said he ho~ the responslbiiity. He has hired •
Addeclln9recll.n~ Avallabl.
with the other counselors.
experience here will bwld the eight former campers as
Davis was born and raised in camper's seH-confidence to ~ summer counselors and two
Carbondale, He graduated with new things in the "real world. ' former campers as fund-raisers
a degree in zoology in 1974. With
"We try to show the children for the camp. Davis said he Celt
Davis' many and often their limits are not what they've they filled the position c ... ·
('banging Inte~ests and hobbies, been told - they can do more tremely well.
he said he wasn't sure what he than they thought," Davis said.
AT
wanted to do, so he continued on
Davis said he does not believe
"Some strong handicapped
to graduate school and worked in spending too much time leaders are needed for wci€ty
at Touch of Nature in the diSCUSSing how to do things. but to accept the handica;>ped ...
summer.
urges the campers to go ahead Davis said.
About a mile into Touch of and try.
Nature down a dirt road is
He said a perfect wa) for this
Davis's office, with pictures of
"I believe to build anyone's to happen is to have them
orchids decorating the waIls, self-confidence - handicapped function as "normaily" ill jobs
and live orchids covering the or 'normal' - you have to and soci~ty as possible.
filing cabinet and table tops.
continually try new things," he
As Davis sprays his newly said. Davis said he has pracWith the new discovery of
bloomed orchids with a mist of ticed what he preaches and is high technology, Davis said,
water, he explains, "the re~on always ready to try innovative. "It's going to be a whole new
I still work here is that I ve ideas with the camps.
ballgame if the handicapped
found a field I truely enjoy,"
are allowed to be a part of it and
Raining orchids is one of
The camp features activities aren't shut out."
Davis' newest hobbies, and similar to those found at camps
accoding to Ron Banks, where children have no physical
The Touch of Nature staff is
assistant director, he treats hIS disabilities, such as canoeing. working . on
developing
orchids with the same special swimming, horseback riding. programs directly retated to
care and interest he does the hiking and camping.
high te'dmology and its apcampers.
plication to the special
There are activities, however, populations.
In the summer of 1978, Davis
most "normal" camps do not
~~:C':'o';. :~dm~~ folf:~f.!: have - repelling and cave "Our goal is to give them
CI':J~~I
February he became director of exploration.
another marketable skiD and
r~~~.
ADMISSION
t'le program year-round.
perhaps someday
show
ho!
~
----529-3755
In existence since 1954, the
"We d.IalJenge our kids more computer
eouId make tivtng
program -nOW includes ad- than normal camps, "Davis with a few more limitations. no
CARTERVILLE 985-3755
venture-based activities with an said. "They have to be
limitation," be Mid.
~• • • •
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Morris Library cOInbating
nagging probleIn of book theft
By Greg Stewart
Student Writer

Book theft hal> kcome a big
business. Millions of dollars
worth of books are stolen from
both public and school libra';es
every year.
Morris Library isn't immune,
says
Sidney
Matthews,
assistant director.
"College students steal
because they don't want to be
hasslrd at circu1ation," he said,
or "they want to 'kill' an
assignment." By stealing or
hiding a book, some students
hope that a professor will cancel
a homework assignment. he
said.
Students aren't the only ones
guilty parties, though.
"You can't point your £lnger
: t an} one group," Matthews
said. "Students steal, faculty
members steal, and people
from the outside steal. ..
Mutilation of books is ar.other
problem
libraries
face.
although this problem often
remains bidden, Matthews said.
When stud'!nts are caught
stealing, the case is sent to the
Office of Student Life and the
Student Disciplinary Committee. For more serious cases,
the library has taken students to
court, where every case ha~
been decided in favor of the
library.
Matthews said the librc\ry
does not keep a comprehensive
list of missing books. Instead.

division heads spot check their
own areas.
James Fox, division head of
the third-floor Social Studies
Department, said librllrians
discover a book is mi!'sing only
when it is reported mining or if
it can't be found during a shelf
reading.
But shelf readings, in which
one worker reads a book's card
catalog number while another
looks for the book on the shelf,
are no longer done, Fox said,
because of staff reductions.
If a book is reported missing,
a search is conducted for 16
weeks, Fox said. Then a
decision is made on whether to
try to replace it. Ma'lY books
can't be replaced be-.:ause they
are out of print, Fe.x said.
Saundra Benjar.lin, a civil
service worker in the Education
and Psychology Department on
the fourth floor of the library,
said workers thfTe keep a list of
books reportfd missing by
students. Thf"j search for the
book.o; for eight weeks before
trying to reorder them.
Benjamin said sports books,
especially those on judo and
karate, are most frequently
stolen. Books on astrology and
parapsychology also are often
reported missing, she ~id.
In 1982. 117 booIt.'l were officially reported missing from
the fourth floor. Of those. 84
were replaced and 33 were withdrawn permanently from the
collection.

SOPHIFS CHVICE
.; _
_ (50_'.75]-

Tahle for FIVe

George Black, division head
of the Science Department on

the fifth and sixth flO<'rs, uses a
tag system to marl, missing
books.

When a book is discovered
missing during a sht·lf reading,
a tag is placed in the card
catalog showing th,~ book i3
gone. Althol.gh an accurate
count missing books is not kept,
Blach estimated that between
2,000 and 3,000 books in his
division are not accounted for.
Of those, only ahoot 10 percent
will reappear, he said.
"A major problem is people
hiding books on us," Black said.
Students deliberately misplace
books so they can use them
without checking them out, .he
said.

In the past, money from
overdue book fines went into the
state general treasury. It has
only been within the past six
mw.:ths that that money has
been coming back into thc
library. Black said.
Black said the library can
now retain up to $36,:JOO a year
in fines to be split between the
divisions. Fiscal vear 1984 will
be the first full year that the
library will benefit from UoiS
p!"Ojlram.
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The library is finally
receiving some funds to replace
books, Black said.
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TONIGHT &
THURSDAY

Student Prowamminl Council

Cheerleader'Tryouts
TRYOUTS

C.lNICS
Tonight &

Saturday
9amArena

Thur~ay

7pmArena
Call Tom Sparks
at 536-3393
for more

You must attend
2 dinks to
tryout!

h~formation.

7 &9

$1.50

TME
ISA WORD
KIT! IS

Tonight.Frlday

2 hours of SCTV
Comedy!
6:45&9pm

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY

-tth floor Vid.o Loun~

aunt

.....,~

lots of laughs

Chuck a!!d Dave

-

"CQOvrnattonal Acousttc }au"

Wed. May 4th. llam

11IERDAD
WARRJIJR

free forum Area

A
$1.50
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SPC Fine Arts & The Craft Shop
Call 453-3636 for mora info.

$1

------CatnpusBriefs--------JACKSON

COUNTY

Health

g:if:::nm;::,';,:~m;::ml!~n~a:en~
last chance to pick up April coupons
from 8:30 to 11 a.m. and 12:30t03:30

~:.':ih~~~heor J~~~~l~ aa~d

Murphysboro offlcs.

mE LAST free motorcycle riding
class for spring semester will be
offered by the Safety Center
beginning May 2. Cotorse 8 will m!!el

.~:,;, =a~ ~'~g~tintt~~

rm=J:~ call 536-7751 for more

may be picked up at the Intramural
office.

8(00115

Bl.ACK A.VlERICAN Studies will

~e:o~\~~n;~!r= ~:~ ~u~:
Wedn ..sday in Quigley Lounge.
Arthtlr Coli, director of the Division
of Secial an(! Community Services,
will oresent " Social Services and
the ablck (ommunity: The Impact
a"ld Cb.llIenge of Reaganomics."

PI LAMBDA Theta and K~ppa
Delta Pi members lii'e urged to
attend" Hedging Your Bets" from 4

}~:ufi:·I::;~;~8d;~i!n !~!I ";,~':

discu'IIIion-type agenda with many
topics.
CAREER COUN!!ELlNG will
sponsor
a
works!lop
on
procrastination from 3 to of p. m.
Wednesday in Woody Hall 8142.

ROCK ItC-AINST Re"gan, a
national tour of hard core bands,

mE

~JCtE1Y

for Advancement

"THOSI DB.IRIOOSlY

;~:.i0;: ~:~:~:~ :::a~ ;~ym:::~l= ~:::;

the last general news meeting this
mE COLLEGE of Education and spring.
the career PlaMing and Placement
Cl!rlter will co-sponsor an Education
WOIV.ZN'S SERVICES will
career Day from 9:30 a.m. until 2 present a workshop' • Who's Doing
p.m. Wednesday i" the Student the Dishes Tonlght~" at noon
Center Ballrooms. Representatives Wednesday in Quigley Lounge.
from school districts 1:; Illinois and
persons may call 536·2424 to other states will be inte:viewing
A PROGRAM on wild edibles will
register.
candidates for teaching jJOIIitions.
be held from II! a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday, May 7, at Touch of
.. JOB SEAJ:CH in Jou lii3m in
the '80s" will N! featured
3 p.m.
mE CENn:R for Basic Skills is Nature. Interested persons may call
Ttlursday in McLeod Theater. The oIfering a free workshOp.• , Now All :;29-4:61 for more information.
I Have Lf!ft Is the Dissertation:
Suggestions for Preparing the
THE
SOt TH£RN
Illinois
Days, 1983, will feature a discussion
Dissertation. and How to Make Sure
Get Done," at 7 p.m. Wed- Roadrunners Club will have an
organizational meeting at 8 p.m.
~~~~~~; Bin~~r!!eYM~de~~: You
nesday in Faner 1028.
Wednesday in the Recreation Center
features, magazines; Mike Murray,
conference room. Election of of·
career planning; Irene Weibel,
mE MEMBERS 01 Delta Chi will ficers for next year and upcoming
Radio and TV; and Andy Zi.."IIIl!r, j®
sponsor their Greek Week event, races will be discussed.
searc!J.
" The Tricycle Relay" at 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday on Greek Row. The
APPLICATIONS close at 5 p.m.
APPLlCI\TIONS for Medical
members of Alpha Epsilon Phi will
Wednesday for Intramural Sports
sponsor" The Ice Cream Eating School will be available at 4 p.m.
student supervisory p.'lsilions for
Wednesday in Neckers A 156
Race" at 6 p.m. on Greek Row.
Fall Semester, 1982. AP1)/jcat,ons

BRIGHT BAD BOYS
ARE BACI_A"D
HIlARIOUSlY
ON TARGETr

MMPVTING AFFMRS will offer
a session on mic:rocomputing from 3
to 5 pm. Wednesday in Morris
Audill'lium. Michael Pdyne 01 STC
electronic data processing will

-STEPMEH SCHAEFER
U5MAGAZINE
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SHRYOCK
AUDITORIUM
Space !or thiS advertisement has oeen
made posSible by dQnallOns from Fnends

of Sc-Jthern JIImOts Dance. PlOc.h Penny Put>.
KatE!ldoscof)E'. Tres Hombres. Korando Electr·c
Company. EI Gr~:::o's/Old Town LIquors. J;,hrl
Dough·s. Gusto's and Nalder Stereo We urge
yOU to support thl>se "Friends 01 the Arts"
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Afo'R'L 30, 8:00 P.M.

$4·.50, 3.50, L.50
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T. V. news needs to emphasize
better writing, producer says

Everything in Stock
% to40% ofl

8y Alan CockreU
:.;taff Writer

Don's
Jewelry

Robert
Ferrante.
the
executive producer of the "CBS
Morning News." said he
believes television news relies
too heavily on visual elements
and needs a stronger emphasis
on good journalism.
fo'errante. the first producer
of the wldelv-acclaimed "CBS
NE"wS ~.ight~·atch." addressed
the Radio-Television Department's annual awards banquet
last week. H~ gavE' his
philosophy an.:! advicE' on
breaking into b;-oadcasting.
"When I went into television
26 years ago." Ferrante said.
"WE' didn't know if we were
radio with
pictures
or
newspapers with moving
parts."
'The best television is the
best written," he said. "The two
most important elements are a
good story and good writing.
and those are only reinforced by
the visual."
Ferrante advised those going
into broadcasting not to worry
about a lack c,f jobs. noting that
new ideas and new forms are
being developed every year.
"Look at 'Nightwatch.' he
said. "They teU you that you get
a lot of strange people up at that
timE" ... Well. we were up. and
we're not strange."
He also acknowledged the
problems of doing a live
!C'ie\;l>!on show at night. such as
hustling a sweating 300-pound

~
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The 19mp Shot! +
Staff Pboto by David l\1cCbesne}

Robert FeraDte of &be CBS Morning new!! speaks at tbe annual
Radio and Televisioo Department banquet at the StlJdent Cente,.,

("abdriver down a hall mmutes
beiore airtime and ha\;r.g to pul
him on camera without benefit
of rest or makeup. However. he
said that live is the best way to
do television.
"If I were graduating today.
"i.d I W'IS interested in
broadcast jNrnalism, I would
search for a small TV or radiu
station - the smaller the better.
Try to reach around and do all
the jobs." Ferrante said.
.. A good journalist is a good

Published authors honored
Twenty authors who have
recently had books published by
Southern Illinois University
PreSS will be honored at a
r~eptir.n at 3 p.m. Thursday in
the Student Center Gallery
Lounge.
Those honored will be: L.
Erwin Atwood. Steve~ Bal'\\o'ick,
Jo Ann Bovdston. John A.
Broyer. Stuart J. Bullion. Alan
1\1. Cohn. Lawrence Dennis. C.

William Horrell. John Howie,
Ronald M. Mason. J.E. McPherson, Willia~ S. Minor,
Robert H. Mohlenbrock. Sharon
M. Murphy, Ric~ard F.
Peterson, Henry Dan Piper.
Regina Shelton, John Y. Simon,
John W. Voight and Tien-wei
Wu.
Piano music will be provided
by Anita Hutton.

This is
no cheap
pizza !

II.

Oh. sure. we could cut
down an the SIZe. use
I'rtotiCoal cheese. Slump
on the items and then sell
it two for ana But we
Just don't believe ,n doing
business that way.
For over 20 years. we'ye
been makIng the best
p.;oza we know how. and
_''16 Deen deliwrtng it
free. in 30 minutes or less.
Call us. tonight
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storytellp!,. We net-<J to seek out
what we are and wk.t we are to
become. To me. the Lincoln
Center, the Grand Ole Opry and
Devo are America.
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Dance concert to he held at Shryock
~tic c;:~~ti:reU:I~~~~ arDepartment will be r"at~n~~
a spring dance l~oncert
Saturday
at
S.hryock
Auditorium.
This year's concert is called
"Crescendo" because "we
wanted to ('onvey in the title tbe
constant. exp!!llSjV!! movement
inherent iT! the dances," said
concert director Sallie Idoine.
The spring dance concerts
have become more or less a
tradition at SIU-C for the last 10
years. However, they were
temporarily discontinued four
years ago whpn the dance
program was moved from tbe
Theater Department to tbe
Physical Education Department.
"We lost the use of McLeod
Theater," Idoine said, "and tbe
money wasn't tbere to rent
another spacE'. "
That problt'm was "~Ived last
year when the College of
Educatio."l., the Ofrice of
Research and De\'eloplllent and
Physical
f.:ducation
the
Department provided tbe funds
to rent Shryock.
Idoinp. said, "The spring
dance concert is an important
cultural contribution to the
community," and several local
businesses agree. They have
donated over $500 to defray the
costs of the production.

The da~ce:' featured in tbi!
concert will mclude:
"F;ends" _ Choreographed
by G-,rge Pinney, with music
by Oack Corea and AJ Dlmiola,
tbis work revolves arOWld the
relationship of three men who
like to dance.

"Even East. Odd West" Choreographed by Jeff Gurley
and danced to Aaron Copeland's
"Love
Aifair"
"Piano Concerto, 1927," tbe
Choreographer laoine piece derives its name from the
described the music for this street
organization
in
piece as "a collage of natural Manhatten. Gurley said the
and man-made sounds." Its two theme of the work is "very
sections ,nclude "In a Garden," simply, findi11g one's way in the
a loose pt.'t"'rayal of tbe story of dty, both figuratively and
Adam and Eve, and "In a literally."
Hospital," which Idoine calll; "a
take-i)ff on a soap opera Im'e
"Kite Flight" - Performed to
triangle. "
music by Scott Cossu, tbis work
is, according to Idoine "a
,"lin~lling Passages" - The dance in three ~rts abotit the
pIece IS choreographed by movement of fhght."
Cornell Williams to Lori Anderson's "Big Science" album.
"Ea3tem Exposure" - This
Williams describes it as "a dance was conceived and
dream about bodies ",avelling choroeb,.raphed by Winifred
through a particular space at an Haun. She combined Eastern
indefinite time."
and Western motifs in a pas de
deux featuring Jennifer Hyman
"Sea
Change"
and Frank Thomas.
Choreographed by Linda
Kostalik and danced to selecCurtain time for tbe Saturday
tions from "Music For a Large performance is 8 p.m. Tickets
Ensemble," the piece is based are $4.50, $3.50 and $2.50 and are
on images of the Pacific Ocean. available at the Student Center
"Seiyo" - Choreographer Ticket Office.

WESTERN SIZlLlN

With all you can eat
fresh fruit & salad
bar Over 7 J items

Mo.Thurs llam-1Opm
NO. 12

CHOPPED SIRLOIN,

2fO,$3.49

Served wllh mushroom gravy,
Idaho Baked Potato or French
Froes and Texas Toast.

Mo.Thars llall-l~m
NO. 19

RIB-EYE STEAK

2 $6.99.
'or

Served with Idaho Baked
Polato or French Fries
& Texas TO'lSt

University Man
1235 E. Main
Carbondale
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BOOK
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C-41
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I
$1.19
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MEMORANDUM

Mo.Sat l1ana-4pm

Steak
Sandwich
Sale

Linda Kostalik said the idea for
this dance calT!e from wat~hing
a demonstration of Oriental
self-defense movements. Zen
Isoda, a. SIU-C student ~r0!D
Ja.pan, WIll partner Kostahk In
tblS "'ork.

TO:

slue STUDENTS

FROM:

STUDENT WORK AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
WOODY HALL. B WING. THIRD FLOOR

It's true that It Is aft.r April 1 and stud.nt. who mailed
th.lr 1983-14 ACTIFamlly Flnancla' Stat.ment (ACTIFFS) b.fore
April 1 will b. glv~n priority eonsld.ratlon for the Campus. Based Aid Program•• Campu.·Ba••d Aid fund. are limited and
th.r.for. are dl.trlbuted to eligible .tudent. on a flr.t-cor!".
flrst· ••rv. ba.ls.
Although April 1 was the priority date for Campu•• Ba.ed Aid
con.ld.ratlon. I.t. HI too .... to apply for the other financial
aid programs. Stuelents should mall the!r ACT as soon as poulbl.
to apply for P.lIgrant. Isse Mon.tary Award. and Student
Work. larl, application to these programs will allow for .arly
notification of .lIglblllty .tatu. and awarding of monle••
COMPLOE THE FORM CORRECTLY THE FIRST TIME. Having to
make corrections will delay the prac.al. . of your financial ald.
To apply for ;.n Grant. mark "ye." to que.tlon. 74 and 75b.
To apply for ISSC. mark ..y ••n to qu•• tlon. 74. 75a and 75b.
For Stud.nt work con.ldert'rtlon. mark ..y .... to 74 and 75b. Be
c.rtaln to U.t SlUe's .c!lool c,od. 11144 In que.tlon 76 andln.
clud. the ACT processing tee.
Stucl.nt. Interestaclln applying for a Guaranteed Student Loan
.hould contact th.lr bank for the loan application. Student
Work and Financial A•• I.tanc. will begin accepting 1"3·14
loan appUeatlon. May 2.
PAID fOIl IY THI OfFICI Of STUDENT WORK AND .INANCIAL ASSISTANCE
Daily Egyptian. April 71, 1983. Page 9

Secretaries W eek pro~otes
o.woreness and perforntonce
By M.N. Abdul

student Writer
This is the week to honor
those efficient but often unsung
people who type the letters,
keeP the records and do so
many other things to keep the
wheels of business and Institutions turning.
This is National Secretaries
WeclI:.
S.~retaries
Week
was
iM..tgurated in 1952 to recognize
"die American secretary upon
whose skills, loyalty and efficiency the functions of
business and government offices depend." said Patricia
Simmons,
secretary
at
University Museums and
treasurer of Professional
Secretaries Interna tional
Carbondale Chapter.
As part of the week's ac·
tivities, the Carbondale cbapter
held its annual secretary-bosses
banquet Monday night at the
Holi(iay Inn. Harry Miller, dean
of the School of Technical
Careers, was named Boss of the
Year. Barbara Peterson. ad·
ministratiYe secretary to dean
of the School of Technical
Careers, was named Secretary
of the Year.
Since Secretaries Week was
inaugurated, Simmons said that
in the three decades since 1952
there have been changes
brought to the secretarial

position. Automatioo and the
women's rights movement, she
noted, have had an impact.
''The purpose of Professional
Secretaries Week is two-fold.
F;"st, to increase fUbliC
awareness of the vita role
played by secretaries in
business, industry, education,
government
and
the
professions.
.
"Second, to reaffirm the
dedication of secretaries to
professional performance of
~~ :aerl.0nsibilities," Sim-

Simmons said Professional
Secretaries International
chapters and divisions program
a variety of activities during
Secretaries Week.
The Professional Secretaries
International monitor
legislation and government
activities
that
affect
secretaries, but PSI d~ not
serve as a union, or engage in
collective bargaining practices.
~~~~! :irrtisan politics,
PSI tries to upgrade
secretarial performance and
productivity through pl"OQ"llms
of continuing education. and
also offer.; a worldwide network
for furthering personal and
career pursuits, she said.
"PSI also provides access to
the largest pool of information
available on the secretarial
profession. and insight to

~E

~hangin~

office
trends,
directions and requirements,"
Simmons said.
PSI defines a secretary as an
executiv~
assistant who
possesses a mastery of office
skills, demor>.'1trates the ability
to assume re1lponsibility

:~!~~~~se~iref!it~:t,::~YiS~OnnJ

judgment and makes decisions

Witfu.1 the scope of assigned

auttv.~rity, she said.
There are 19 members in the
Carbondale ebapter and a
membership-drive is being
conducted
"The membership fee is S15
for the reJ;u1ar member, and $14
ror retired secretaries,"
Simmons said.
The PSI Carbondale chapter
meets to discuss problems
related to secretaries in
general, and its purpose is to
upgrade the image of
secretaries as a profession in
Carbondale, according to
Simmons.

AFTER DARK

Available at Student Bookstor;r. Book World. 110. Plaz.,
Records. Kay.. Henry Printing. Cloud Nine, Waldenbooks.
Give yourself a graduation gift

You've Men It. Yoetv. .,.wed through It. You've Ie.. ,our
fI~n .. ontheeov«.

Ian IHabouttimeyougoloneofyourown?

DON'T LEAVE TOWN
WITHOUT IT

bbq---...
reltaurant
IOUTHERn

~----

WEEKDAY
BREAKFAST SPECIAL
Monday-FrIday 6:M-1':8Oam

2 Eggs-Toast-Jelly

"Tbe Carbondale chapter
tries to allow secretaries to
know more &b-'lUt the field.
From the ed....catjonal aspect,
the PSI Catboneale chapter is a
good organization," s~id
Simmons.
The PSI Carbondale chapter
is trying to present " better
image of secrt!taries, So'le said.

Choice of Hash Browns, Natural Fries,
or 2 Biscuits & Gravy
with coffee or tea.

$1.99
220 S. IIlInol.

Carbondale

Photo collection on display
By Mobd Noor Abdul
Student Writer
An exhibit of photographs by

Giorgio Majno, a master of fine
arts candidate, is being held at
the University Museum until
May 4.

Evert Johnson, curator of art,
said the exhibit --is a result of
Majno's collection of works
from 2 12 years of study at SIU·
C. Majno is a native of Milan,
Italy.
"Most
of
Majno's
photographs are large, black
and white portraits. They are
confrontative and absorbing,"
said Johnson.
The photographs, according
to Johnson, were taken in the
studio and also have an outdoor
environment. Johnson said
Majno's works are personal,
intimate .md re-Y&ling.

Majno said most of his
photographs are taken in the
studio because there is more
control and he caD create the
environment. Majno said that in
most of the portraits he tried to
combine the quality of light with
the expressive quality of line.
"I am concernedwitb
creating a confrontation between the viewer and the subject
of the photograph," Majno said.
Everv portrait is as much
ab.lu: him as it is about the
person in front of the ~.
according to Majno.
Johnson . also announced a
mixed media sculptures exhibit
by Sonya Baysinger. candidate
for a . 'aster of fine arts degree,
will be held from April 29
through May 12 at Quigley Hall.
. "The. exhibit is entitled
"Roomages." Baysinger uses
room as familiar images," said

Johnson.
Baysinger's works are
largely autobiographical and
express a sense of self, ae-

~
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MOVE AHEAD
IN NUCLEAR .

is

currently workinMor a
business that specializes in tbe
production
of
ceramic
multiples. He said in the past

~~~r ~a~. U:-YSinge~c!a!i

~

multiples· for
Cbamberlain, Lynda Benglis. and .
Richard· Anuszkiewicz as well
as others in the field of ceramic
multiples.

ENGINEERING

Navy Officer Programs, 210 N.
Tucker Blvd, St. Louis, MO 63101
(31 .. ) 263-5000

JobDSOIl said the public is.
invited to see both the works of
Majno and Baysinger. Tbe
exhibits will be held nv."1I t a.m.
to 3 p.m. from Mooday to
Friday. Johnson said l.ldmission
is free.
I '
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Nuclear energy. is the power 80Urce of tol1'Orrow.
And you can become an expert in it today.
As a Navy Nuclear Officer. you'l\ get experience
you can't get in private industry. Plus unparalleled
trainilll. top pay, travel and complete benefits.
If you're a ,::ollege graduate with a year of college-leveJ physics and calculus, you're eligible to
become a Navy Nuclear Officer. Contact:

--

Monday- Thursday ,
Friday 4 Soturday
Sunday

4pm-2am
4pm.2:3Oam
...""..'2 mldnlghf

Professor teaches music awareness
By DoIUIhI BeaUle
S&adeat Writer

"Music can be a very In·
timate experience," according
to Donald Beattie. profestlOr' of
piano at SIU-C.
"People can learn a great
deal about themselves and one
another through experiencing
music," be says.
Beattie, 32, has been playing
the piano since he was four. He
always had a love for music and
the piano, but it wasn't until he
attended the University of
Colorado in Boulder in 1m that
he became Interested In piano
pedagogy, or teachin~ piano.
"My deY'JUoo, starting in a
grassroot., way is starting in a
classroom and using the
educational experience as a
way to foster commUDicaUon,
understanding, I eUowship,
brotherhood, personal growth
and self-uteem," Beattie says.
Bea ttie bas succeeded in
developing a piano teaching
degree program at SIU-C for
undergraduate and graduate
atudents. Enrollment in the
piano program has increased
since Beattie came to SIU-C in
19'79.
Exceptional piano playing is
not a requirement lor the piano
classes Beattie teaches.
•
"We assume nothing, and

"Not just knowing what you
lOU are playing it

~y, but why

:=n:bes==:~

why they enjoy playing the
music they play.
Beattie believes one of the

biggest problems teachers face
is bow to motivate students. .

piano teaching ~m will go
hand-in-band WIth the future of

''The ~~;mon of any
teaching is
e. The better
we can
tand ourselves
and our students as people, the
better we are going to progress
toward something better in that
teaching," he observes.
Beattie plans on building a
future with SIU-C. He thinks the

the University.
"If we can (!let through this
economic CrisIS and stabilize
and even lP'ow again, I intend to
make this one of the best
programs in the country,"
Beattie says.

(10sTao)

f

from there, we just build, ' f he
says.
The piano class is designed
mainly for music majors who
are required to take a second
instrument, but as space aUows,
more sections will be opeDe'J to
give access to non·music
majors.
Beattie gives seminars and
workshops in various parts of
the country on his methods of
teaching. He composes his own
music for his classes and uses
this music lor materials at his
seminars.
He also teaches students to
become aware of their music.

DISCOUNT
COUPONS
Less talk More rock
LISTEN FOR DET AILSI
105 TAO COUPON
H.. Ift.le. .

SlZzlin

University Mall

s...... pII.
$tlt4 Bar

....f1.69
tWI...,.

Carbondale

expires (5/5/83)

look ike 0 million without investing 0 fortune. The
HAIR PERFORMERS offer you 0 hoir design that's
worth its weight in gold. At a remarkably low
price.

105 TAO COUPON
SPECIAL Of...
$5.00 OFF
COMPlm HAIR SHAPING
ANDSTYUNG
% OFF PERMS (Am-TIme ClIental
50% OFF AlL COlOft SERvtaS

good tor fht lime cIenI1 wiItI ~ desig>er1 ortt·

expires (5/5/83)

POLISH SeaSIIGE,
FRIES. a SOFT DRINK

SI.OO
~. .~

-.e,"••/lrlIIM .......
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expi ....

105 TAO COUPON

FRIDAY

ROCK &
ROLl
SATU.DAT

'tHE
PRESENT
",\lNO...~ ~~~tfREE

4:"

~ DRINK

COO "TRY 2 mil.. "orth
of Murphysboro on Route 127
(aaou from Wal-Mart}

expir. . (5/5/83)
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-------------------4
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(any .... I.lngrecIl.nt'
ONLY

1700 W. Main Street
Carbondale $44)..7323

'3.49
(or 2 for
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expires (5/5/83)

105 TAO COUPON

lOS TAO and PEARLE

VISION CENTER

offer you 20% off any complete pair of prescription eyeglasses or contact lenses. Eye
exams also available. Valid at time of purcha!se
only. University Mall, Carbondat. •
expires (5/5/83)

College ~tudents more prone
to 1D0nonucleosis, expert says
R~' Greg Stewart
Student Writer

com.nonlv
!\10nonucleosis.
known as the "kissing disease.;'
is a relativelv common occurrence
among
college
students,
According to Muriel Narve.
supervisor of the clinical
laboratorv at the Health Service. 20 to' 30 students are tested
everv da\' for "mono" at the
Health service,
However. relati\'elv few of
thO"e tested are found to have
ddinite cases of infectious

mononucleosis. she said.
Narve said that in Februar..
and March of this year. only
about 10 to 12 mono tests came
back as positive,
Mono is thought to be caused
by a highly infectious virus
called the Ebstein-Barr Virus.
Narve said that mono is usually
transmitted orallv. hence the
name "kissing disease."
College students are affected
most often. Narve said. because
they don't get enough rest. eat
properly or take care of
themselves physically,
Symptoms of mono are easily

Today's puzzle
ACROSS
1 llliad, e,g
5 Old garment
9 ~""I course
14 Minor
prophet
150n -'

54 Fore.gn
offlcer

sa ReSIdent

2 .ods,
60 Gr-. space
61 Steamship
2wds
equal
63 Wild ox
1 ~ Black cloth
&4 Ship area
17 Ou';e(!
65 ROCkfrsh
18 HypnotIZer
68 Hare's ta.1
20 Actor Rav
67 Rum dnnk
2 I Paid player
68 LOYe deity
22 - - camp 69 Head Fr
23 Tender
DOWN
years
25 Froghten
27 Man'. name
1 A"er Nasser
29 Motel
2 Soap plant
30 MI.-a!
3 "00 unto
spr'ngs
others
2wds
34 Tit'"
360an .... 4 Hard as 38 BlacJc eye
39 Fr PBontE'l'
5 Pack down
2wds
6 &zel's forte
42 Wah!!r bo<!-,I
7 Petrol maker
43 SaIao plan!
2wdS
44 Tit lor 8 FOf'1ity
45 Instrumenl
9 FabrIC
~D81SY 10 Lifeless
11 Take.t easy
'7 Charter
49 Sea..-Is
12 MimICked
51 Coons
13 Streeter' 5

Puzzle answers
are on Page 14.

" - Mable" 4(, Piloted
19 Be ,..orthy of 4' Tree
46 Cogitate
24 Crude s."""
48 Meal
26 AnOint
28 Mr Gehrig
49 Bright
50 Typist
30 Drunkard
31 Pluck
52 Fish
53 Hockey gear
32 CruiSIng
33 FactlO<\
54 Sac"flce
34 EXCIte
55 NumerIC
prefIX
35 Pompeol
56 Requisite
herOine
51 Chalcedony
37 Pnzed
statuette
59 Periods
38 Tune
62 Fury

distinguishable, but many
people may mistake them as
symptoms of a cold, These
symptoms include swollen
glands. usually in the throat. a
severe sore throat and
weariness. The weariness can
be so !.!ld, however. that a
person will feel totally
exhausted. Narve said.
Vnlike a cold. mono can
develop into s"lmething much
worse if left unattended, Mono
can damage the liver. she said.
and in some cases. develop into
infectious hepatitis, She said a
person usually feels bad enough
that they wan~ to see a
physician,
Narve said that college
students seem to contract mono
more readily at certain periods
during the spring and fall. when
they are attending school. A
person's resistance is lowered
because they're in a stressful
situation. This is only a theory.
though. she said,
The American College Health
Association says a person can
recover from mono without the
use of medicines. Narve sayS
rest, relaxation and a weilbalanced diet with plenty of
fluids are some of the best cures
available,
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Age Group Divisions:
Men ond Women

Dote: Sat. May 7, 1983 8:00am
Location: University Mall. Carbondale. II,
Sponsors: 'Vic Koenig Chevrolet-Subaru-BMW
Joc:kson County Heart Association
Registration Fee: $6.50
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Portrayal of 'Frances' well done
By Duae Se.....1Iert
SIaff Writer

What a perfOl'llUUlCe!
Portraying tonnented actress
Frances Fanner in "Frances,"
Jessica Lange fills the acreen
with rage and passion. She
engulfs us in the tragic story of
Farmer because of her gift for
playing diverse scenes so well.
Slowly descending from a
flight of stairs, for example,
Lange's eyes grow wide as she
tells her mother, played by Kim
Stanley, that she hates her. It is

~~erf~~~U:I~~~

terness and pain. In the eame
scene, Lange is also able to emit
the gentleness and seusuality of
a woman whose life has been
scarred.
Lange's performance is
comparable to Meryl Streep's
Oscar-winning performance in
"Sophie's Cboiu'!."
'lbe fllm begiM ."beta Farmer
is 16, ao Wlp!'etentious and
honest girl wbo shocks ,her

_

hometown with an essay about
her disbelief in God. Tbat bate
grows even l\.'t'OIIger when she
decides to 80 b» Russia. She ~
labeled an atheist 8Jh! a communist
But she isn't. She's just a
strong-wiIIed individual who
longs to be a stage "dress.
However, her love for the stage
is in=ed when she goes to
:.C:~ for
and make a

t!-..e'W

Honywooil attempts to sen
her 83 a glamour girl instead of
the natural actress she is. After
a series of mediocre ftlrr.s,
Fanner made "Come and Get
It," a fllm which, brings her to
the attention of playwright
Clifford Odets. He eventually
casts her in the lead of his play
"Golden Boy."

Arnold'i Market

Tbiuell-abuse leads to a series

FIeld Botton Butt Pork RoaIt $l.1Sllb.

stitutions.

Field Pork Steab
$1.1SIlb.
12 oz. Onion Dip
69.
SI.a pl. lndlan River Orange Juice 99t ~~::c::::.I!'ll
SI.a gal. Chocolate Milk.
894 r:;;::~Q

r:nJ~~n:.ent:ce:'e:~:1 c~::

During this period of her HIe,'
Farmer Is raped. !liven a
lobotomy and strf ~ of her
creativity and individuality. It
is a horrifying misjustice donP.
to a woman who only wanted to

a..-,..,. ............. M_

i!=5!~~!!!!~~!:!!~~!!!

be a was
greatdifferent
actress. and
But because
she
because -.
she spoke bel' brilliant mind,
she was labeled an insane
radical and suffered the c0nsequences bP.cause of it.

The Eyes Have It

afS

~.rough the tunnoi!, Farmer's domineering mother and

Sam Shepard as Harry. 3 man
s.'le met when she was 16,

remain supportive of her.
However. they are unsuccessful
at making Farmer happy. M it
states in the fllm, "Frances
Farmer died as she had lived ..
Odets and Farmer begin a . alone."
relationship. difficulties set in,
Lange conveys that sense of
and
Farmer
becomes
frustrated in her goal to be a aloneness wen. The viewer sees
great actress. Her frustration that Lange - Wllike Farmer turns to alcohol, excessive has been able to mature into a
smolrl.n.c, drugs and fits of rage. great actress.
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Baha'is persecuted, spokesman says
aware, Recently the group
showed a videotape at the
Student Center on congressional
hearings whicb dealt with the
Baha 'j situation.
KJutho said response to the
videotape was a tremendous,
She said nearly 100 people
stol'ped to watch the tape (.'1 its
entirety. A large number of the
students who watched the tape
were Iranian, many who were
not aware of the situation, she
said.
Klutho
recommended
William Sears' book, "A Cry
From the Hea~," as one of the
most i'lformative sources on tht:
9ahSl'i situation.
Sears' book states that Baha'i
homes have been heoken into,
people have been set on fire, or
have been shot or chopped up.
Messages are sometimes
written on the bodies of the
dead. Relatives are sometimes
required to pay for the bullets
used in the executions before
they can recover the body for
burial.
According to Sears' book,
nearly 500.000 Baha'is have

Bv Scott Dalzell
student Writer

There is a problem in this
world not many are ilware of. In
Iran, members of ti:e Baha 'j
faith are being persecuted.
The Baba'is have been persecuted in Iran for about the
last 140 year.;. The current wave
of pers'!CUtiu ..s has been going
on since 1978.
Janet Klutho. adviser for the
SIU-e Baha'i Organization, said
not much can be done to prevent
the persecutions. excert to
appeal to world opinion.
"We (the Baha'is) believe the
only thing we can do is to make
others aware of the, situation
and to try to rely heavily on
prayer to relieve the situation."
she said.
She said if ~ple becor .•e
more aware ,), the problem,
other countries might be more
open to accepting religious
re('Jgess from Iran.
Acc(lrding to Klutho, the sixmember
SIU-C
Baha'i
Organization has tried to do its
part in making people more

been killed.
Sears' book discusses the
wave of persecutiOns and the
patterns that have been
followed. Initially, the Baha'i
business houses were raidP<:!
and savings taken. Then the
Baha'i hospital in Teheran,
which treats people of alZ
religions, was taken over by the
Iranian government. The
Baha'i meeting places were
also taken over.
Sears statP.s that all of this
has happened because the
Baha'i people have refused to
renounce their religious beliefs.
The Iranian ~overnment
claims the Baha'I faith is a
threat to their government. The
Iranians claim the Baha'i faith
is not a religion, but a subversive and heretical sect which
plans to establish its own
regime in Iran.
The Iranians also say the
Baha'i faith is a political party
which supported the regime of
Muhammad Reza Shah and
received favors from him.
According to the Baha'i faith.
its people are forbidden to take

Patel,.t policies may be puzzle
to researchers, experts agree
Bv Jim Lelia
Siudent Writer
SIU-C faculty members have
no place to go to find out about
the patent process, said Cal
Meyers, professor in the
ChemistrY and Biochemistrv
Department.
.
"We have no lawvers on our
campus. €ven from the Law
Schoo!. who can answer
questions on patents. .. said
Meyers, who spoke at a panel
discussion titled "Intellectual
Property
Patent and
Copyright Policy and Opportunities"
Tuesday
in
U n i v e r sit Y Mus e I' m
Auditorium.
"We're not hired by the
University to patent." said
Meyers, who has six patents at
SIU-C. "We aren't hired by the
University to publish. either,
but we owe it to the University.
"We should publish first and
patent later, if ever," Meyers
said. "We can patent as gravy
after we publish."
A patent is a legal instrument
granted by the U.S. government
to an iO\'entor that gives him the
right to exclude others from
using his idea, said John
Roedell, an attorney in a 51.
Louis patent office.
Three criteria must be met to
qualify for a patent, RoedeU
said. The idea must be new,

useful and unobvious.
"In chemistry, you can
discover a new compound. But
if it's not useful or nonohvi(lus,
then you can'! paten! it."'
Mevers said.
When applying for a patent,
an inventor must ,'ave proof
that he did invent the idea.
Roedell said.
"U's not only crucial for you
to sign and date notebooks, but
it's equally crucial for you to
ha~ e witnesses to sign and date
those notebooks." Roedell said.
One witness. though. must not
be a co-invt:ntor of the idea.
Roedell said, but must understand every page.
The SIU-C policy on patents
has been in effect since 1954,
said Richard Higgerson.
l'niversity lawyer.
"There is no state statute that
deals "ith this issue."
Higgerson said. "In private
industry. the common practice
is for the empl(;yee to sign away
everything. "
If SIU-C funds a research
project with $1,500 in one riscal
year, or $5,000 total, and if a
patent applicc,tion ~temming

mlGLBlIIIE
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from that project is accepted,
then the University and the
researcher share royalties
equally.
•
If research is done independent of the University,
then the University does not
share in royalties if an application is accepted, Higgerson
said. The University will not
fund a patent in this case.
Patent costs vary greatly,
Roedell said. Depending on how
simple or difficult the idea is,
prices can range from $1.000 to
$5,000, with the average being
about $3,350.

part in any sub·,ersive activitieS
and cannot oe members of
political parti~.
According to the book, ',he
Ir~ni,~ns al~o believe, the
~3,UI i:; are !'Ples for Israp.•. The
Iranians claim that the Baha'is
give financial support to Israel
which aids that country against
its neighboring Arab and
M~1Slim countries.
.
Tile Baha 'i ~y aU money that

is given to the ci'~lrch goes to the
Baha'i Worid C~'r,ter in Isrt,el.
The money is then u.c;ed ~lely
for the upkee~ of Baha'i holy
shrines, histoncal sites f.nd for
the administration of their
faith.
Sears' states the Iranians feel
that sillce the World Center is
located in Israel, they must be
hostile to Iran and the Islamic
revolution.
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Medical School Openings
Immediate openings available in Foreign
Medical Schools
Recognized by the State of Illinois
Also-positions availoble for Dental & Vet Schools
• LOANS AVAILABLE elNTERVIEWS BEGIN IMMEDIATELY
For furtMi detail. and/or appointments coli
Dr. Manley (716) 882-2800/832-0763

Beg Your Pardon
In information incorrectly
supplied to the Daily Egyptian,
three
members
of
the
Associated Artists Gallerv were
omitted and a former member
listed. Those on.itted were
Richard Lawson, photography;
Sandra Johnson McMorris,
fibers; and John Boyd, painting
and drawing. Patrice Turner
was listed as a member but has
since left the project.

Joseph CI GroLiono, Sr.
PRESIDENT OF THE ACE PECAN COMPANY / COUNTY FAIR

WILL BE AT SIU ON THURSDAY, APRil 28 • 7:00 PM • MORRIS AUDITORI~M

Topics
• ENTREPRENEURSHIP
• WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A SUCCt:SS~UL SU~:NESSMAN

SPONSORED p,y
AMERICAN·
MARKETING
ASSOCIATION
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Venezuela festival a trip home

IN CHICAGO

CHINESE

By Cynthia Rector
Staff Writer

SUMMU COURSIS
~GfId""""'~tn~

~wlQ" _ _ " " _ . . ~

It was a homecoming for SIUC Venezuelans without the price
or a ticket home.
A
two-and-one-haU-hour
dance and music festival, "Viva
Venezuela," ht'ld in Shryock
Auditorium Monday night, was
as much
a
nationalist
celebration as a performance
by Venezuela's two top touring
groups, Un Solo Pueblo and
Candella.
"Will all Venezuelans please
stand up?" the announcer
asked. They all did. The
Venezuelan Stud~:"'lt Association
sponsored the events and it
seemed its members comprised
most of the n":.;;), full
auditorium. The audience
applauded them; they applauded themselves.
That beginning set the pace
for Monday night's event - a
celebration or Vener~la and its
inhabitants.
It was interesting t,., see the
country's natives hutWng the
stage, anna raised or fiands
clapping, chanting tneir
favorite folk songs.
All the songs were performed
in Spanish. That portion of the
audience that didn't speak
Spanish was alienated from
understanding lyrics, and
words were an important part
or much or the evening's entertainment. ;,fany of the folk
songs relied on story, political
commentary and humor as
much or more than movement
and symbol.
There were re.nedies to the
language barrier. One was an
English-speaking
announcer
who prefaced most of the songs
with an explanation of their
cultural context. This was
extremely helpful, making the
evening an educational experience for foreigners to
Venezuelan culture. The announcer also thanked every
single establishment whicb
IJelped bring the artists to SIUC. He broke in a couple of times
during the show with the words
"Time for a commercial
break."
Many times dwing the show
one might bave felt like a visitor
to the
looking in on
actual bappeJ"oi_'!gS. Many of the
!IOrtgS were rituals, yet earthy
with spontaneity. The groups
were thrilled to be performing
- and that showed.
Another remedv to the
language barrier waS the ability
to understand some of the
performance on a symbolic
level. ~kily, both music and
movement, although they
sometimes lack the exactness of
language as communicative
tools, can move beyond words in
their emotional immediacy.
And especially during the
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Candela, a Venezuelan musical group, performs
Galta de Farro, a chain IOIIg, which requires each

second balf, there was plenty oC
movement.
There was no mistaking the
clarity of bongo drums, hip
gyrations, guffaws and shouts
during some of Un Solo Pueblo's
numbers.
Of
tbe
two
Venezualean groups which
performed, this large group was
the more dramatic and colorful.
Candela has a
more
minimalistic approach,
remaining stationary
througbout their songs and
using little costuming, Their
music, played in several
traditional Venezulean styles,
was generally pretty, although
none of the singers sounded too
pretty all evening.
The groups desperately
needed a professional sound
man to reduce feedback.
Granted, some of the singers in
Un Solo Pueblo were so off-key
a good soundman wouldn't have
helped much, and often their
style of cbanting didn't require
excellent voices.
The evening ended in a
. splurge of nationalism whPD the
theme song "Viva Venezuela"
was sung

Performers and many
audience members marched
out of Shryock still chanting.

Staff Photo by Brian Howe
participant toa.!!d a vene to the number whUe the
rest of thP. group siogs the chorus.

611 S, Illinois
1 Block from campul
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Fill in the blanJo WlIh any \idlonakl"s. menu Item or ""'rft

Remow this big coupon from tlus Journal by any meat15 nece,;saty

StrOll <:MZr to McDonaId'. rwar campus (If tt ,.,..,.. late in the day
of May 6. 1983 rush to II McDonald's near campus 50 that you
't left holding II big ex-ooupon. Offer expire! ",hen May 6. 1983
expires.)

4,

Present big coupon to b9 hatted McDonaId'. penoo and pun:hase
"",,(1) Item IlJIed In thebiank. Blg-hartedMcDo....kh penoolll1ll

5.

B-In mind that the offer Is good from open until doslntJ The full
bnakfast manu Is good from open unttll 0:30am. Very good Indeed

~ you ANOniER addItlonaIlDENTICAL Item abooIutely

6.

Lonslder aD option<.

ca~fuDy illS

your decision

Buy one of these. get another one free.
Big decision.
.BIgMac© sandwIdl.QuamrPounder© oandwtch
.~ PoundIrwith c:t- sandwich
• Ala-O-A.h© oandwtch. ResuJar hamburgor
• ~ c:t..MburgIr. FNIlCh !ria 1""'- •
• Any bewrage lanv • • Any deuet
• Scrambled tggI. . . . . . 8nd hash browns. Scrambled "9!15

WEDNESCAV SPECIALS

Heineken Drafts 95¢
Busch in Bottles 75¢
Tidal Wave Special 95¢
DEAD END KIDS-NO COVER

THURSDAY

8nd~.SaambIecI"9!I5.t-Io«taket
.1ioIaIMs 8nd ....... Huh browns
• Danish or mufftn. ElII McMuf&© sandwich
• s.us.g,. BbcuIt with egg. Sausage BIscuIt
• Egg BIscuIt. 8lsaIIt

.

My Big Decision is
Last chanc~..!~!.~~ ~g decision!
1.JMcIonecoupoftpetC\llUJl'Mf,.....,...

i115.' _ _
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1967 BUICK LE SABRE, 2 door. 8~J=.r, clean body, ~~
· . Classlf1e4 .. ferm ..... Ibtet
.. 15 Work Mlalm_

COME
CELEBRATE
IN·
TERNATIONAL Classified Ad·
vertising Week! Place a NEW ad
starting anytime within the week
01 May 2~ to nm 5 consecutive
~lis~:~ the5tb da~~~~1
'72 PONTIAC. BONNEVILLE. two
new tiressJ:W ~rts. In good
~t~~·
call aft~fsO

.

~~=~ :~N~rts~::
Price-Best olfer. No firm. 887-4538.

BELL TOURSTAR HELMETS
Still in box, 1 black. 7""'. One
Maroon. 7~. Were '120 each new
Now. $95 each or best elfer. ~
8147.
0IM7Acl46
1980 SUZUKI 750L. Vance an d
Hines header. WindMmmer H I

~i~~.~~n::m 't~~~50

Real Estate

All Classified Advf'l'tlsiM, must

~blicatioo. Anylohin8 ~
arter 12: 00 noon will go in following
day's publication.

'nIe DaOy ElYJIllaa CUll. H
respo_.lble for more tlla_ ODt'
day" IDcornel lasertloD. Ad·
vertlll'n are nspoDslble for

1971 OLDS OMEGA. good

~'lgine.

~B~~.fo=.r.y~s29-~. ~i~

~~!:. :~cP,.~ i~tI~To:.28Mi~~~?~

radials escellent. Brand new
clutch~aust system. '1500. Call
54&-3017.
0029Aal48

.. LAKE OF EGYPT" Newe
owner built:l7OO sq. ft. home 00 2.29r
acres, 150 ft. water fronta~e.. steel

~~~)ac:-bJeat ~m~tAfrc:or~
;:.~: 1~~. many~~lk

2 BEDROOM. CARTERVILLE
DUPLEX. Great starter home or
investment. No do~aymen t
~?' with IJIod ,.J1~~f6
BY OWNER. 20 acres with modem
efficient home. 25 minutes from

~~~'I~~~le 1oa~Jr'

=~l= a~v=t::le:

1976 VW RABBIT, .... speed, good
conditiop, no rust'direa~
$2.200. all~Aal49

CARBONDALE,

~': Tp~:

~:::::dy~fo~~~:d~tP:,a::D!:i
yotII"

Wa'k:a?~~~a~=e.;

3710 after 5 p.m.

ACREAGE !':EAR COBDEN. 10 to
60 acres. i-89.!-2!IOO or 1-393-2340, or
WeektidYS. ~.2090.
B9826AdlS9

m::~:'!r~~~n~wi"ft~~~~

DATSUN 200SX, looks. runs
beautiful. 5-~, radials. am·fm
stereo. low mileage. '2800. 5498463.
OO3OAal48

t!:;~a~

::
advertiser whlda IeaeII tile ..Iae
of Ille advertlseme_1 will be ad·
ad, call W-3311 Hfore 12:.
_
for C8DcellalioD ill tile .esl
day', issae.

the rate applicable for the nwnber
01 insertiol8 it ap(M!8rs. There

wiD

:~s:, ~o a~a:~I~a!!.ha!fe~
oecessaU~rwork.

~F!A~i~~ ~rg:s~,~
cylinder. $950. 0:8.0. 54!Hi884.
0044Aa145

pa~rni adva~= ,:.usJ.::

N ..... ~w.wt..............r
........ 1. .7

accounts with establiShed tTediL

fOR SALE

0035Aal48

..... 457.721.

....

...."... .....-"........,a

'

....,.T-...p........-......-

Automobile.
'82 FIREBIRD, AUTOMATIC,
fOllr cylinder, full option, T.~
Must sell 5000. ~~aI51

~~'

76 FIAT 128, clean

bodr reliable..

t""~1:r.33~u.rea =:~~t

~~~1:n~ ~rJ~\Cbl~~9-'6~

after 5 p.m.
OWNER

MUST

9679AaI46

SE~.L.

1976

~a~::~:: s!;~~~, n!/~

Chevette. All priced bel. 'II' book. 1lIZi-f184.
! 19li93Aal46
HONDA CIVIC 1300DX 30.000
miles. ~ood condilion. Pioneer

~e~cb~~. ~~~~t #liL.l::
MUST SELL 1974 Chrysler Imperial (LeBaron). Needs one
exhaust valve $999 or best olfer.
457-7301.
!I82OAal44

MOTORCYCLE PARTS • SERVICE. Reasonable rates. Snvice
calls. I work on most types.
Southern Cycles-Murda Ie Texaco.
529-1711.
9941Abl46

Motorcycle.
1980 SUZUKI GS8S0 mint CODd:tion. Foil Vetter Fairinl'

~~=l~ justl=?~.~~o:
549-3702. .fUlL Leave messad.\cl54

1974 YAMAHA RD350A. ~l8ion
chambers. SIrW shocks new

Pc::J:fac~~~:i~dJ:~~.'~~:
9847Acl+t

453-4126.

'81 HONDA CM400. Mint condition,
luggage rack. $900. call 55-5647.
9871Ac144

'65 BUICK, GOOD condition. new
tires. One owner. ~2797.
9953Aal+t

'74 GRAND PRIX. Just tuned. new

r::,~~' IH:. JH.~~s2
1971 PONTIAC CATALINA. 4-door.

~.:~'o~~ ~~=54~=-t.
9955Aa144

~1~~I~~~'r fd~i~oser:,:

~~peed. nice sha~il~!:7
1965 INTERNATIONAL PICKUP.

~~~~~~~,~~~~pen000IAaI45

~~~S~::'O~.

5429 weekdays.

g=

9995Aal45

BARGAIN! 74 AUDI. 100 LS.
miles. Very deJ!l'ndable,

•

MURPHYSBORO. 20 ACRES.
Orchard Hills Road Trees, Hills.
Creek. Partly fenced. '14,000. 6873548.
!l991Adl51

......&.
. . . . . . . .AY..-w'

I." ........'

La.... J ....ro- with
cwtom Itullt kitchen.
. .dous IIlnl....nII
IIvln. ro- ...... Interior
beel ....t ConcIltlon.
Lar. . lot. CIIrport &
...tlo.Must ........
10 .....rKItI..1
t ..... P9'OII'I DISCm) School
It co.ts nMltI... to I.."...

,ta

REMINGTON 100-E ELECTRIC

~rl~wr:;!~:celleot'I~~t

GOOD ASSORTMENT OF black
and white~nd color TV·s. $35 and
~u:~~~op, 1334 =~f~

~Ti .t}:.~op~:~£~~gOtiable.

9917Ac1+t

U.&I.

~

........

~~~'U~. 6.~4s~~C:-

549-4380. nights and weeliends.

~1849.

9952Acl46

1979 YAMAHA XS-4oo-special.

=~~I:S~~~~}~~~, p~r:.n~.~
9!l13AcI51

VERY FAST 1972 Kawasaki 500
triple. Escellent condition_ chrome
chambers. K Ir N·s. Dunlop tires.
cover. $600. 549-5948. kee~~'46

::di~~tu.rla~~m~~l::

mileage, two seater. 457·26C3
AndreW.
9967AclS4
1975 HONDA XL100. mint con·

~1M~,:I~sL~~~i~.m.=i
reasonable offer accepted. Cail

~.7:~ent!
lanytlllle).

=

~~. ~S,'do~.JtuTnLdeY.!..un"oedlliS,he2~'

,,",,"'"m

p~

.....

~w=~Yor!e!iu~~~C1~

1975 YAMAHA

RD3SO

~~~d rings. as

Page 18. Daily Egyptian, AprIl 'n, 1983

is

needs

~A~~

-

•

bedroom, excellent condition.
$5.200. Frost Mobile Homes. 4575717.
0046Ael48
.. SPIDER WEB. .. BUY and seU
used furniture and antiques. South
9624An54
on Old :>1. 549-1782.
CARPETING, GOLD COLORJ;D,
short pile 12 xI2·. Escellent condition. 6 months old. $70 IX best
olfer. 453-5403.
!lfi46Af146
BOOKCASE
WATERBEDDRESSER. Matching outfit that
will enhance. any bedroom.
Complete bed that's warranteed
and dresser has hutch mirror.

~~~~~:=~r! ~~~f1~

~

...a-.

campus. After 6 p.m .• 457~.
0002Ael48

excellent

Very clean bike. ~so. 406 S.

................

~~~rr:1e~eo~It.~hic:nJ":"'!~o~

1975 HONDA 360T,

=~~d51~n~.il~~on~t

ALlOt

1T8!!e...,_ ....

• • ...., . . . . . . . . . . . . .UNlZ

12x54 2 BEDROOM. furnished

k~ia1l!Yt~·c~~L6B'6'.giS::

1977 YAMAHA XS7SOD. Shaft

~~~~~ga~~~'~~g.::~

CASH
-.......- .......
................
,....
• • IIuy.......... .,..... ....

:'ed~~1.~=
9998Ao:)47

JVC.
AL1IC" MAl,
lICHNlCI ..... - . I

A .... lo SpeclaU."
.......s
,.s.UI.A...

Pet. & Supplle.

ZUIKO LENS AND case for
Olyml'us cameras 28MM wide
angle. F~. ji!!!. 549-1710. 9970Ajl45
OL YMPUS OM·2n ,,"itb F1.4 SOmm

f::d~!.~=sM:r~'ff:
Mu.leal
:n~~l_=~H K~I~~y
FOR rl~J/-..,
,
.

Apartment.
rA~~~u~a:l~ 1~3.
549-4808. (3p.m .. 9p.m.)
B9368BaI48

LIVE COMFORTABLY NEXT

;:or~~,:r:~~Bn:7~
5631.

B9440Bal49

ONE

BEDROOM FURNISHED

~~~t:~~~~.i:::thm~

684-2313 after 5 p.m.

942588144

APARTMEJII'l'S-HOUSES. NEAR
SIU. ChealJ, sumner. 9 month
by

sem=~

NICE NEWER l·BDRM. 509 S.
WaU. 313 E. Freeman. '390summer term. '230-month. faUspring. Pay by semester. 55-3S81.
B929OBaI45
NICE ONE AND two bedroom
furnished apartments. Available
for s'~mm'!r and fall. Close to
:7~~ 55-3410 or~
APARTMENTS, CARBONDALE,

~~~,ne~sfc:m¥:n~':i~:s~~

bedroom. I·bedroom. and ef-

::~~lefo:!~ck~P.~~:~
for now or June 1 or mter. very

~!ro~~E~uin~is:::''Af:!~~ 0
p.m .•

54~5096.

9889Ah147

GERMAN SHEPHARD PUPS.
Murphysboro. 3 months old. AKC.
'100 each. 687-l917.
9920Ahl48
REGISTERED

~~~~~~~~eek~9356Ba147

SPACIOUS. FURNISHED. ONE
bedroom apartments All electric.
/pet area. a~ 457·5278.
B9658BaI55
TWO-BEDROOM

RANCH

I ~~~~ea~~~h::a~

ra~~'L~~osel1. Call after 6:00
0004Ah1+t

TOWNHOUSE

t~rv~i~r.r~':f''Mrl'~t~::t

bedrooms and bath
Ii' rooni
etc. down. Only one~Al!~~l1 55• ~B9705BaI46

sm or 457-7352.

MURPHYSBORO. ROOMY TWO
bedroom. nice condition. '190.00
plus deposit. 687-4189 or 1·997-3111 .
B9688Bai44
t8S.06- SUMMER SUBLE'!' -- 4

~~~~~~~.
DUNN

APARTMENTS

NOW

:~~~&t~:,f':ndS::~

bedrooms. 250 S. Lewis Lane. yF. 10-4.
B9725Bal54
CARBONDALe

EFFICIENCY

~1~Sloca~~~ precBJced
ManageR. 54&-2621.

SIAMESE KITTENS. 4 Lynx P.,Oint
~mlrl).1 male seal point.,:auUlui.
Must see to appreciate.
. After 5
p.m. 54&-3251.
9838Ahl46

2

9973Ai147

Camera

CLEAN, QUIET. 1-2-3 bedroom

529·4800 126 S. Illinois

9997.\e147

MURRAY

~-=.tive prices. caU~l~

WHILE SUPPLY LASTSI

1976, 14x56. Two bedl·oom. a·c.
washer,- dryer. Ancht'red. un·

3-SPEED

~~~~ i~~~'~lf=-=~~:r

SAU

[Ot.1PUTER Eflt[IfliSTIi

--------

GIRL'S

5:30 p.m.

Zenith ZVM-12112"
..... tcr.... Monitor
40/10 Columnlwltch
llOULAItLY 1119.95
SAU PIlla '".95

5~'x8'

9!l28Ael46
'63 LIBERTY MOBILE Home

,...01""'. 7
'n Quality
._

...,aIr '"'"' ~ In electranlcs

~~la~~~54,:~e. flip ulL

1979 YAMAHA 175 Enduro. low
mileage. like new. Call 893-2477
Cobden. evenings.
9951Acl46

1.000.000 _

yMrI _ _ t.nce

9378Ael48

HAULING TRAILER:

9914Ail45

1

~'~~I~y

.,...1.
.....................
-- _._,

Mobile Home.
12xSO A-C. FURNISHED. storm
windows, anchored, full inter-lock
vinyl skirting. 2·b'~m. clean.

6376 evenings and weekends.
9978Aa147

con·
9983Aa146

OLIVETTI LEXICON 82 portable

~uahzer '1100. 536-

OO2OAcl46

1973 VW SUPER Beetle - Sun roof.

~i=:'::'5.~ar~~

air conditioner. I year old. '100,.
Ph. 55-5958.
9!l36Af144

MITSUBISHl RECEIVER. TEAC
tape. deck. inlinit~ s~akers.
548 between
1 and 11 p.m.
9778Agt46

Mt.I5IS

::~~! \~~rE~st~ire~: l~

22S6 evenings.

9806Af146

BEDROOM FURNITURE:
DOUBLE waterbed. '125' dresser

LLOYD RECEIVER with 2. 40
watt speakers. f75. 536-1203.
9849Ag1+t

Appral. .

Bicycle.

~~.s~~~~~~~: c!nC :
t::c"~~m~~,:~g\r.~~ $50.00
. 687-4186.
0007AI145

rack. 457·5610.

Electronics

II. . . . tcMey.1eIow

GOLDEN RETRIEVER PUp·
PIES:
Murphysboro.
AKC
registered; sliots and wormed:
reasonabl" priced. 687-3045.
anytime.
9764AhlS4

beds.

684-6892

10lC50. CARBONDALE. 2-bedroom,
furnished, washer, shaded lot.
porch. $3200, 457-0235.
9802Ael54

~it~l:ie ~~~~t ~~ m:.~-

TWO

BAR·a..QUE HOGS
.ORSALE
HOMER JENKINS

and looks great. $950 finn. 529-4034.
9915Acl46

lr995. 529-5886.

-

LARGE ADMIRAL COLOR
console TV. walnut cabinet.
doeso't work, $80. 529-2588.
9969An47

mamtamed. $5500 or Dest. Call 4574908.
9439Ael49

'82 GS55OT. EXCELLENT con-

SELL

GOOD VELVET COUCH for sale.
very clean, call457.f028. 9!l86Af1+t

3576.

~~~s:!~~f~.~~od

MUST

JENNY'S ANTIQUES • used
furniture. Carbondale. Buy and
sell. Old Route 13 west. TIIrn soutb
:~ Inn Tavern. ~~

I::. :;::::a~~~·

l!:sT'~Ur&lal:!t ~~C~46 MIKelianeou.

1976 DATSUN 280Z. Loaded with
:1;y":.f.~: Serious ~~~

canvas dry suit, '100. Limited
quant.ities, no large sizes.- 457-2811,
mornll~s.
B9934Ah+t

$55.000. l.alll-393-2900 or 11193-2340
or weekdays. 536-2090. B98:l.....1159

HONDA SUPER SPORT 75Occ.

~ f~~O:I::~d!t~~. ttu~

91168Ah+t

I DIVERS USED WET suits, t~,
esm::S~J20~W. ~~avy'

AL 1'0 PASS 3 bedroom. 2 baths

n\ooo

~~~ ==bJ~i~.
~
5784.
0003Aa147

=~~~ ~~.':7W~::t~g

~~Sh~d-d~~fpl=S~d

!l848Aal+t

'75 FIAT 128. Great condition,
~~.le~r:~~' new par1,:gJ~~

MURRAY TEN-SPEED. new
tires. lights: Juliette am·fm

t2ldlO TWO BEDROOM. central

FM, cassette, vefour seats, $3.500,

::
r~J-u!t !!il. g~ ;o~.
or 55-2246.
98241\al46

~~.e;:l:iuU ~~21

B9731Ad157 ~~~~~fes~y~~~~B:~t ~~w.ti~~~
'125. ~22S6. evenings. 9!l16Ah45

'120-11" Monthly

Part. & Service.

~ F~B~':. ES:Je'!.r,~,~:
536-1203.

THREE

~~~~~~.o~vi~,d~=

Call 4S7-43:4

p.m. 457-5856.

KING SIZE WATERBED· Fran:e

p.m.

0022Aa153

~:JlC '::'!I~~e~s:Xt 1.0;::

~!'i! ~~ :::f5Ca~9807AfI45
:Jrir~

B~r

WVEL.Y TWO BEDROOMS.
Unfu"!lshed or furnished. Air.
cars:itlD~, cable. Available im-

~g~~e~21~so SU;:l~~aflt
SPA~OUS. TIlREE BEDROOM
available May 30. Reduced
summ.er S306-mon:h. Lease and

=5'::E"t~~~i~~'~EN:f

SPACIOUS ONE BEDROOM 505

Salr'f~:!~~~~
f
~7~::o:~}~r

DOOO.

9921 Bal46

SUMMER
SUBLEASE
1-3
females. Lewis Park. furnished 4
bedroom
apartment.
Rent
negotiable. 549-3589.
9814BalS9

Apartment.
TWO BEDROOM OLDER~ $160

~~~~~k~:~I::. to

Now signing contracts
for fall

NEWER
ONE
BEDROOM.
summer term S390. 313 E.
Freeman. You pay electric and
water. 529-3581.
B9777Ba148

BOO56BaI48

One bedroom furnished
trash/_t.r Included

month. 549-5020. ask for Jim.
9811BaI48

r-~~~:m~~!- 6J~Its 01'rt!~

campus. $325 month. Call after
5:00 p.m. 549-5479.
997483154
1 BEDROOM CLOSE to campus.
THREE

BEDROOM

~~~~i~;~~ ~~~~1jt!,~ ~~

APART-

2375.

~:;ect, ~~~e=:,~~:r
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
APARTMENTS. Close to campus,
ac. carpeted. laund~cilihes.
~t~403· 529-3929. 457- B991~:fl3

p.m. 529-5629.

FOUR BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE.
ac. modern kitchen. 2 baths.
skylight. unfurnished. 4M W. Mill.
~~~Xf~:1~~~~.alsl.tR.ays 549B9988Ba162

SUMMER FALL SPRING. Large

~~~~~oPood. ~~~~th~~~

4106 after 6:00 p.m.

0037Bal53

~If~~:f~~::W:

3 min from campus-lease to 15
AU8Ul!t with option to renew; $345mo. Negotiable; no sintsle un~:g~,¥~~tact SteveoosN:~46

3 BEDROOM FURNISHED: 2miles south, no !eets. adults.
~i,~.i~~~~7~~clU es h~~B:l~~

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
FOR rent. Lincoln Villa~C A~ts.

SUMMER SUBLEASE. ONE
bedroom apartment. furnis.lJed,
close to cam~ak~ loss. $;75month. call:
97 ( t~~~4s

~~~~~ ~::r::ed:~::e

549-6990 after 3'00 p.m. 9408Ba149
FALL.

SUMMER

I

RENTALS.

NEAR CAMPUS. ONE and tw 0
bedroom a~ments. $260-$360-

~~elg~'!.o,AtE::::rl::S n~:.

~~~i~~e tl.Jt~.i~~~~U~~

sped" summer rates! ~~ay
openl0:30-5:30dailY'sr-~~149

6 p.m.

9999Bal54

SUMMER

CARBONDALE
DISCOUNT
HOUSING, 1 bedroom (urnisl!ed
~artment. carpet. air. Dice
pe:,o~I~t~~~B~~~~ no

SUBLEASE.

TWO

~~ ~m~~.. ~m~~.
negotiable. 45~-5748.
9961Bal54

FREE HEAT. WATER. Two
bedroom apt. Quiet. Close to
Communications.
Laundry
faciliti1!S. free furniture (unfurnished). $325-month. summer
sublet. faU option. 457-754~BaI47

CARBONDALE
DISCOUNT
HOUSING. 1 bedroom furnished
apartment, 2 bedroom furnished

~~:rJ~~cIat~o~d!

Inn on Old Rt. 13 west. call 6844145. B8907Bal52

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT.
clean. quiet. close to mall Lease

:r~~~i.t~~~CJ~~:J:~~

June 1. One nice tniller also. $120.
After 5 p.m. 549-4344. B9990Ba 149

~=:RtunJ:~ t:~~[i;e

I

::=08.504 A:s:ra·lt.

g.~

S.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
close to campus. Summer ~t~ .fall
option. Nice area. Low ut~htJes.
GaU349-2419 or 529-3407 a=~53

~57-4123

~~~.~~il~~~~·y~~.~J:5
B9877BaI54
CARBONDALE 1 AND 2 bedroom
apartment close to cam~. AC.

~~ll:~~~~ion. Availa~:s~rls

SUMMER SUBLEASERS - Four
bedroom Lewis Park Apt.. FJlrnished. Available May 16. call Gina
549-4810.
9895Ba15O
ABSOLUTE ECONmlY AND only
minutes from Crab (''l"Chard Lake
or S. 1. U. This effici,'!(\cy mobile
home al!artment is only $83
~&n~li~=M~~~r~(I $100
.
9905BaI54

~~I~'enm~I~W.~&?~\I:;~en

I

SUMMER & FALL/SPRING
CONTRACTS AT
REDUCED RATES
Apartments Summer Fall
$110
EHiciency
$I~O
I Bdrm.
$200
2Bdrm.
Also available 2
Mobile Homes. 10 x
12x60.

$145
$185
$300

Bdrm.
50 ta

remodeled a-c. Ideal for ~rad or
~: Available summer~B~

$95· $130 Mo. Summer
$110-SIS5Mo. Fall

GARDEN PARK ACRES. rm E
Park Avenue. Summer 83. two

All Locations Fu;"1" .. a/c.
elean. No Pets.
Royal Rentals

ri~~i~~d,llvi:':i~~rn'gkitct!,:
~:~~e anytime aft~~aaf~

~57-4.4'2?

CARBONDALE

2·3 BEDROOM

~~tsexi:. ~a~~~iMi~~o~~
1·893-2376.

9873Bbl46

SUMMER SUB!,ET. $200 all
summer. 502 BI' ... ~rjdge. Huge

~a~;~5~s~\). ~~kcf~j. .~~

room·
!iCI1I12,)I54

FALL. BEGINNI:>IG AUGSUT 20.
B9930Bbl54

THREE BEDROOM HOUSES
available for summer 101oith option
to lease for next fall. Clean and
~!~ to campus. After ~~B~:S
SMALL 2 BEDROOM house. 2

~i~fI~ble~ e~~ let~~mci~\:!i
Garden space. ~ome furDiture.
Hurry' 549-3850.

995OBbl46

CARBONDALE
THREE
BEDROOM with deck. fenced
~.c~~~~i-eeer=~!,~t "rarch.
Properties. 684-6274. B9946B~54

COMFORT.
PRIVACY.
&:
ECONOMY in this 2 bedroom.
natural gas heated frame home at
1004 N. Carico. Furnished and

~~5~~lyard. Availa~J~~

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. 510
S. Poplar. Summer and Fall.
C9886BbH5
:":lCE TWO BEDROOM furnished
house nailable May 16. $325 a
month. Call 457·2685.
9909Bbl45
THREE

!

BEDROOM

Good Deal!!

2 becI~. carpeted.
fumlsftecl. centrally
air candltlonecl. free
_ter and trash pick-up.
_Ik to campus. avallabl.
for summer and fall.
GoocI Prices

AVAILABLE JUNE lor August 15.
good condition. 3 bedrooms, stove
and refrigerator furnished. ac.
convenient to campus. Call 457·
6538.
B9715Bb14',
NICE TWO BEDROOM house.

~~f~~aih~~~fe~~~;t~

two bedroom trailer. 529-1218 or
549-3930. Burk.
9801Bbl48

~;{~. ~u:cJ~!~~,~~z~iit:>~re. 5299779Bbl48

"SUMMER SUBLEASE"

O:-.~

or

~o ~~~in ~i~~~n~

CARBONDALE
DISCOUNT
HOUSING. 2 bedroom furnished
house. 3 bedroom furnished house.
4 bedroom furnishad house. ab-

at 5%)-5096.

13 west. call &84-4145.

Available August, 1 year lease. no
pets. 684·5917. HO p.m. B9862Bbl44

B8910Bb152

9846Bbl46

!!tL~t!Fr!~~:\f~~C~·h~~:

NICE THREE BEDROOM. furnished house available. Washerdryer, air-conditioning. Summer
~t:;;a~~' Rent ne~:~t\~

SUMMER SUBLEASE - S300 a
16. No pets
B9929Bbl54

HOMEFINDERS WILL HELP you
fmd a rental! For free service call
529-5252. Divison of Diederich Real
Estate.
B958SBbl55

II ~~e. ~~~~i. cone~B~~~

DELUXE FURNISHED OR unfurnished four bedroom brick

::~43~~~~~Ctric. a-cS::S~~t~~

CARTERVILLE 2 BEDROOM
summer or twelve months. Fur~1~~c, carpet, parki~'2a~~~
FREE MONTHS RENT with 2

t:~e~~~~~ te~ie~.~~T
9689Bb145

SUMMER OR 12 month... 2 and 3
bedroom. furnished. Clo:.se to Rec
Center. Summer. $390. ~~bl56
3 BEDROO:\I. CLOSE to campus.

~~:~: ~~~~: =~~J~
9709Bbl56

summer. 529-1539.

9874Bbl44

FIVE
BEDROOM
HOUSE.
Murphysboro. gara~ ~~lace.
sunroom. ~Ch, aval ble ~ 15.
$375. Pets K. 687·3206. 9887 bl45

FOR SUMMER. NICELY fur·
nished, 5 bedroom. close to

~~Jd:l~ ~~aa.Tniln~'1>'~tR~~

HOUSE.

=mr~ ~~~:ut~~~i~7.

b
:eTt:,7~r~~1e
~~~da2~nil~

II

SHOW .... DARTMENTS
Mon .. Weds. Fri ..
1·5pm
Sot .. 11.2pm

~:~t~t1!~{7gfntract 0~~~5O

~~~t~ed[I~~·. t~O~co~4'k.~:~:

Available ImmecI1ateIy

Old Rt. 13 West. Can &84-4145.
B8923Bb149

The Quads
12075. Wall

TWO BEDROOM TOWJI.'HOUSE:
furnished air. natural gas. Two

SUMMER SUBLEASE: LARGE.
nice 4-bdrm. house. One block
from camril- S95.00-mo. 5-16-83 .8~. Cal Mark. keep t~~:s

4U-n41 54'-2454

CARBONDALE
D~COUNT
HOt'SING. luxury 3 bedroom. 2bath. brick house. furnished.
carpeted Raneled. a-c. with

AND YET
VERY ClOSE TO CAMPUS
For Informallon stop by

l1lREE BEDROOM BROOKSIDE
Manor - Summer $120-month includes utilities, central air. cablefurnished. 529-5076. Lisa. 9805BaI44

t

~~~h: ~~~er sUblea~~~It:

Glen WlIII.me. '.n,.I.
SlIS. Unlv..... ty

Hou.e.

Featuring: Efficiencies. 2 & 3 bd.
Split l.v.1 apls.
With: Swimming pool
Air conditioning
Wa" to _" carpeting
Fu"y fumlshed
Cabl. TV s.rvic.
Malntenanc. s.rvlc.
;;horcoolgrills

SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER, Fall
option. One bedroom aP!lrtment

EXTRA NICE- 3 bedroom house
with attached garage. wall to wall
carpet. air conditioned. quiet
street, rent to either 3 or 4

4 BEDROOM HOUSE no trashed
by students. Previous owners

Now taking $um.",.. Fall and $p<ing
contracts for ..tficiencies. 1 bedroom
and 2 bedroom opt. 3 block. from
Campus. No pets.

4574221

NOW IENTING '01
SUMMEI& FALL

4 BEDROOM HOUSE. Oakland
Street. summer only. 2 bath. $75
per room. 529-2313 or 4~~7BbI5O

983SBbl44

~~~ed. no pets. 54~K~s4

(2 blil •. from Campus)
SUS•••• II ....
54'-2454 457-n41

3 bedroom. 320 Linda
U25amonth
call 157-4334

~~~~D:~eaJe'g!nt::a~~i~Fa'!'

~~~~~ons. can A.J. ~~?f:

HOUSE,
CLOSE to
Two wome~ seniors or

~~;~~~i t~~'h ~~ro~l~

Pyr.... I...

SIU apprOYed for
sophomores and up

~~~o~~~n~t ~~3

one room in house. One block from
campus. 457-8689.
B9739Bal57

SEVEN LARGE BERDOOMS.

f~ase~$I~eS~~r. ~1~ f~~l.l\~

Now Renting for Summ.r. Fall and
Spring. Elficienc.s and 1 bedroom
opts. No pels. laundry faciliti ..

APARTMENTS

. one room in house. Fall. Spnng-

THREE

2029.

549-6610

ONE AND TWO bedroom fur·
nished. carpet. ac. no pet3.
~.sonable rates. 529-~t~B!rJ:i

TWO HOUSES TO sublease. Both 3
bedrooms in four bedroom houses.
Excellent
locations.
Price
negotiable. Rick. 529-1599ri02sBbISI

cam~.

Water. Trash.
Sawer Included

9994Bal46

CARBONDALE

CLEAN

Summar $135
Fall $155

~~~ f'Jo~ Sc~~~~T ~~t!;"'~

SUMMER
SUBLEASE-F ALL
option apartment oce block fl'9m
~Ir~_~t $115, clea~18r~T~

bedroom. bath attached. Best to
call 11 p.m. 549-0149.
0065Bbi48

3, 4. 5 bedroom houses. Must take
summer to have fall. 529-4572.
B9851Bb145
G--RE~A-T-F-O-R-F-A-M-a-y. Beauillw
3 bedroom. Luxury with fenced
~ti.J~yard. $450.00 a mB~Bg~9

Mecca Apt.
Furnlsh.d Efficiencies
at reduced rat.s

3::

;;~'ne!I:;~t:x,rc~~c~ p~~~:
529-1214. orten.
~Bb152
S345-month. call 529-1480.
B9755Bbl44

-

Three

~gr~~ s~~i~:uft}~'ttg~~~

rr~~R£<if.I\ t~:~~jo,~~VI~~~.

549-6610

9!l71Ba149

COME
CELEBRATE
INTERNATIONAL Classified Advertising Week! Place a NEW ad
starting anytime within th~ week
of May 2-6 to run 5 consecutive
~lls ~~1:e the 5th da~~fdl

Available June for sumr ,ler and
fall, good location. Call =:JMil46

I

4 block, from
campus. Laundry
facllltl ...
AIR CONDITIONING
.1750 month summer
contract
S220 a month for I year

~!'lS s~~e: ~~~ ;g:~

SUMMER SUBLEASE -

3-BEDROOMS $335. Lease. stove refrigerator furnished. fenced

~~'W~c~~~~~.~m.

TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. quiet
location. available fall. Sorry no
457-5266. Call between 9 a.m.p.m.
B98S4Bbl54

r.ts.

THREE

BEDROOMS.

TWO

~~~I~~~71~~~~th~~i

457·7173. evenings.

9892Bbl45

O:-''E. TWO AND three bedroom.
Unfurnisht~. some in town, some
out. 529-1735. 457-6956. 0013Bbl62
CELEBRATE
COME
IN·
TERNATIONAL Classified Ad·
vertising Week! Place a NEW ad
starting anytime within the week
'i May 2-6 to run 5 consecutive
~lls 53&.'iii;~e the 5th da~fdl
BEAUTIFUL 5 bedroom home. 2
fwl baths. huge modern kitchen.

$62S summer and fall. 529-4572.

B9989Bbl46

SPACIOUS 4 BEDROOM house for
rent for summer with fall option.

~h~~I~oE:\.ra'kI;~t~~~~.cat
9960Bb147

HOUSE FURNISHED. THREE
bedroom for three or four students.
p~ miles from Communications
building. No f:,ets. Lease and
de~sit. Call 57·2592. ~m.
~eferred.
154

SUMMER SUBLEASE. CLOSE to
campus. 4 bedroom house. fur·

SIX BEDROOM WITH Two kitchens. baths and central air. Two
weeks frel' rent with 12 month
lease. S~HI74.
993SBb151

~:l.~~~~Sum~~ ft~~

fall nine month $240. Unfurnished.
529-1368.
0058Bbl48

BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM house
to sublet for summer. Great
location. air conditioning. Julie
549-0440 or Nancy 549-687k4BbI51
VERY NICE 2-bedroom, central
~~:::sJs0f.t. ~~~~~n. $300
B0049Bbl48

Now r...tlng for Fall and Sum";.r:

HouS.1 clos. to campul
7 bedroom:«:15 a...ndge. 512 Bevw·
~. 5 bedroom:~ W. Cheny.
509 Rawlings. 503 W. Ca"ege, 208
Hospital Or .. 212 Hospital Dr.
4 bedroom: 809 W. College. SOl
W. 0010. 303 S. Forest. 6t19 N. All....
~ W. 0010. 8tJ1 W. College. 311
w. Cherry. 309 Cherry. 505 Ook.
209W. Cherry. 614Sl0g0n.
3 bedroom: 409 W. Cherry. 408';'
E. Hesl.... ~y, W. Walnut. 515 S.
logon. 504 S. Ash 12. 2 Bedroom:
.,.. .... S. University. 301 N. Springer.
504 S. Hoys. I bedroom: 406 S.
Unlv.... i". 202 N. Poplar. XU W.
Walnut.
If you . . .·t III•• th....
cell. _ "'"- _ _ 529-1082.

SUMl\IER SUBLF~!;E FUn·
NISHED 4 bedroom £USe close to

~f~.~n~Giie~ie;.sona~~~~
Daily Egyptian. April 27. 1983. Page 19

-H-O-u-.-..
- - - - - - - - I ~~ar~R~~'=~I~d
THREE BEDR.OOM HOUSE,
dose to C!ampus. Partially furnished. 12-month lease. $390mRenOlltathls' ~!l~.~ Call Pa~R'b-r~

__1-~

TWO BEDROOM, PARTIALLY
furnished. $27O-mooth. 12-montb
lease. No pets. In city and rural
locations. Available May and
August. Call Paul Bryant Rentals,
457-5664.
89964Bbl46

hilt·. -"-'103 •.
.......... -....-.sI1 5./WI. ,.'W.
....... tor

o-ry.501 S. Hap. 'II17W. Oak.

' - " - ' 0 6 5 . Fotwt. 3U w.
waInut(llack). 1 - * - 3 2 4 W.
Walnut (tr-t). , - " - ' 0 6 S.
Fotftl

tbackl· ~A;

.. Big Doys-3 Great Nights

=i!!~:\~~-~~ mo,~r:.

AI ..... Surfside Inn or " ....N·. C.....
In houtiful OoyI_llecKh
For the Flnl50. Nine Month Full
Controct. Signed At Corbondale
Mobile Hom.

COZY, QUIET, CLEAN tw0
bedroom. Close to everytbing.
Central air_ Must see. Rent
negotiable. 54t-S493.
9880&144
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
ter nd
trash piC!kup furniS&iCl. Pb:ne~2375.
9!rnBc:148
LAKEWOOD AREA

2

8010.

9958&147

.....

Deluxe Accomodallons
For a Family of 4 (2
&
2 Childreft U...... 17)
Spill of ~ Upon
A......"
Welcome C.....lnen-..l

."'.

a....k""'
*Caupono
'Ril S25D.OO Worth of Discounl
F.lr ............,., S - &

l'1Iracf1_
. . . . . All Day Unllmtt.d IlIdes
.... TaDhne,WarId
filii You< Vacotion GIf1 C...•
ifIcaM fa T..-ferabIe 10 IIe10tWM

99579cI47

12 WJDES, AIR, unde!-pinned 1'"

*

~~I~=~s'48-~~~~'

andF~

SIHOU AND SUMMI.

TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED.

th.'

Laos~ ...... I~.

....... ,Dryw.Ia7S _ _
_ _ -W.-i
~~I

.. a_ .........

•. a1.~"""""

:~~~~·N~t!~=~n:~
------10xS0 2-BDRM 2·MILES east $100.

.Am AYAILA.lI
... our DISPLA T AD

Cau Paul Bryant rentals, 457·5664.
B9966Bcl45

'Mo.IlI*
O.ES

Deposit required .. &ets o.k .• lOU
~.utilities. Aval abl~~cr:s

....

...... '...,.,..-1-.11

~'-"-I.,aa

FALL,

......... --"TlJOIItoIIa
Par PII'I.c.tL"I7-UM

(3

p.m .• 9 p.m.)

~.;.y~~~~!P.'fu:n~ei
B9348Bcl48

NOW RENTING SUMMER and
fall. Water. lawn care, trash Plck-

...,-

8951&153

ROXANNE M. H. P., SOUTH HW

~i3~e. Sorry no pets. :;~tJt:a

l)You_quollty ....... lng
2) You 'Ike central air conditioning
3) You haM high prtc..
4)Y... ~--.&dryen

SPECIAL RATES FOR 1 year
lease 121160. 2 or 3 bedrooms.
furnished or unfurnished. Carpet.

S) hnt a WOCIdrvH Mabile Home
6) lent at competltlve_
7) hnt at Southern. Helton. or

~~'r~~d tfr:g'&'t~k.::tf~r~~~~

;:~.~~rmel' an~~lk~~

-THIN-

~.a~:;;,!!' ~P:~~~1

after 4 p.m.

MalIbu~

8) "-I while Mlectlan lasts

B95119Bcl48

~Oow:~~. :::~ ~!

~~i

and faU. 457-8352 after 3:30. No pelS
please.
89662BC156

Room.

VERY

NICE.

14x72,

three

~-

beckooma availabl~ for IlUmmer
and fall. one bedroom for summer

alii
U1-U21

KING'S INN MOTEL, 825 East

::~~::: ~•.r.raii~~~itPe:}~s:!!l.
B927iBdl44

ROOMS CARBONDALE, IN an
apartment, very near campus,

kft~e:~tvf~i~I~~oow'rth s =

~~~.ceO:;· :~i~U:s'i:;;~

~~,~~de.

$125.

$12S.00! TWO BEDROOM trailer
Available now or reserve for fall
Save
with
natura!
gas
underpinning. 549-3850. 9949BCI46

TWO BEDROOM TRAll.ER. Quiet
neighborhood, couple preferred.

LARGE ONE BEDROOM, fur

~a~ra~,:i~~~ ::!~~:f.p~:'t

mooth. Furnished, gas heat, a-c:,
no pets. 457-8417.
B9813Bcl58
BRAND NEW, 14x60, front and
rear bedrooms, 1101 baths. extra
insulation package. 549-5087 or 4577736 after 1;.
W97Bcl48
ABSOLUTE ECONOMY AND only

:T.T.
J~'¥hf:!~~~rdm~:
home a"artment Is only

=~~er':R'e~:~g:i~bf:.·lafI
anytime, 457-2357
9947&146
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED
near campus. available summer.
,

~\wa~m~~~~~

1-------..,;:...----10xS0 RITZCRAFT.

f~~~. I:Js~e:ee.mE!:len::'':w
e

couple or rental. 549-5555

$85

~~fJ~~sr.:s'r~~ $100
9906Bcl54

TWO-BEDROOM. NICELY furnished. Ne;lI' ca~. Available
summer or fall. 1;'!::t location.

~~~~ll;;~t~Ae&;tw~Z :~.Pri:~s:
B9855BcI54

FR.R beds

h18 solar-screened porch, ISx30 ,

~

&151
0015

.1•.•

c"'n.

two MtIrooIIItrwller

qule.,
A.C.
furnI...............
. . . 2orl .......... .......
12'·lm

Page 20. Daily Egyptian. AprU27, 1985 ..

:rt'irnl'p~1l Maureen'1::-:::l47

CAMBRIA - TWO BEDROOM
unfurnished. Sl70-montb plus
deposit and lease. CaD Century 21
House af Realty, >sk for Diane.
529-3521.
89638Bfl54

from campus. Non-smoken oilly.

~~s:.r only. New ap~~~~i

DELUXE
DUPLEX,
FUR
NISHED, three bedroonl brick or
larger five bedroom. All electric.
457-5276.
89660BflSS

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE.
summe.. SP~ and fall. '4 rent,
~~ties.
after 1 ~~49

SUMMER ONLY. WELL main·
tained 3 bedroom furnished, A.-C.
~etN. W., S330month. No pelS.
7901,457-2819 or 549-66711.
9693Bfl44

SUMMER SUBLEASERS
NEEDED (female) for 4 bedroom

~~r ~6~r.rtment. =B~=tq

0r:~~R~~h 0!i ~n~IJ!'
I:
Market. Over one acre lot. Large

FEMALE ROO~IMATE FOR 4
bedroom furnished Lewis Park
~;.rtmE'nt. Call 453.32~~J::7

frrden spot, air, ca~t, rullom
itchen, stove and refrlferator
furnished. Plenty of s orage,

ONE PERSON NEEDED to rent 3
bedroom house. $360 from M3Y 1Aug. IS. 3ll Lynda Dr. ~N:el46

g:r:l!~~e:Jr.~~'
B9786Bfl58

NICE AND QUIET. furnished or
unfurnished. Two bedroom,
loc:ated on Giant City Blacktop.
Available May 15. 12-mooth lease.
No pelS. 529-1422.
B91143BfI 46

ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR
nice house. Three bedroom. 2 bath.

~:,crm~~$1s:.~~~:a
549-58Ui.

.

Duple•••

NICE ONE AND two bedroom
furnished apartments. Available
for summer and fall. Close to
:'f~ 52S-3410 orB~~

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
for Fall·Spring. Garden Park
~":s Apartments. S36-=~S:

9918BeI44

=

~ft~~;.';:'\~~-4011~~;4&

=~ilrn=~:.~· ~~n:~

I

FURNISHED PRIVATE ROOM ,

block from Woody Hall. Pay one

month rent to reserve now fIX' faiL

Cooking privileges on clean. welJ

maintained premises. SIU - apCroved. Graduates and InernatiOllals welcome. 329-3833.
9817BdI59
SuMMER SUBLET ONE bedroom

~t~~I~'JiI's~~'

9fl69Bci147

CARBONDALE AM-~IUCAN
BAPTIST International Hoose, 304
W. MaiD. Internali0ll81 students,
private rooms. com moo kitchen

~:,I~~ifa~e:w~~tr~:-8z~:

89933Bdl46

LUXURIOUS TWO BEDROOM
townhouse duplex with two-car
gMage with automatic door

FE&iALE ROOMMATE NEEDED

=fi~Tn~~~~:'nrn~
d

~S::~~l1h~:.thin
9923Be151
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED

summn. Rent negotiable. caD 549-

I

~~:r a:li reft~~a~~\eydi:n:
ch'!n. Sun~ One t:tr lease.
Available J\me I.. Lam
Realty,
549-3375. or evenlllgs 457
Bfl54

B:

9939Bel46

=s}'!!n~~o'k~ ~~;!~ed~~

9924Bel44

9607Bdl44

TWO OPENINGS IN house vf!n
close to campus. Summer with f
option. Utilities included. 549-3174.
9791BdI48

o

dishwa~.., deck. Must be quid

StrMMER - TWO ROOMS for rent furnished - in four bedroom house -

NICE ROOM FOR summer 2

TW

~~~~!'m~~I=:ne.T~c !~'{~:~8mc~~t~~n~
Call Century 21. ask for
t;'cV~f~~~IO:~r~':- summer.
Jess, 549-0564, 529-3521.' 98328f144

QUIET FEMALe TO sublet I
bedroom in 2 bedroom duplex.
Very nice, ac. carpeting. summer
~: Rent S83-monthly. ~~:~

IX' 549-6980.

~tlo~~=M~r::' - %~

SUMMER SUBLEASE~NE or
two female roommates. Furr.ished
bouse. Close to campus. Rent
negotiable. 549-5855.
9840BeI44

7127 after 5 p.m.

occupanc~

I
I

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
to share four bect:oom hoose, close
to campus. 457-11892.
0052Bel48

:ft~i:lp~~mmer ratesB~~~

~~sJ~~~~R:::!l~~~a~~,

t~~t :~~~~~I~~quired'i~I~:~

SUBLEASE MOBILE HOME
SlImmer. Excellent c'1ndition. 2
bedroom, new furniture. new
~.:r.t, shaded, &c. Mus~sr:Br.Zi

:;p.m.

blocks from campus. Call for

1. 2. or 3 bedroom mit furnished.
bike path to campus. No pets

StrMMER SUBLEASE: 2 females
fer nice 3 bedroom house. Reaaced
summer rates. Call 453-4763.
9768BeI45

Central a-c:, washer-dryer, carpet.
No pets. $lll)-month. Call Scott
after 5 p.m. 457-2953.
9754Be147

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
to sublease Quads A~t. for fall

PRIVATE SINGLE AND double
rooms near cam~.
Air cOflditioni~ aDd all utilities
included. Phone 549-2831 for
details.
9706BdI54

rent

FEMALE, GRAD STUDENT
preferred. Must be reasonably
neat, studious, humorous. For

~=b~':J~~~::

NICELY FURNISHED ROOMS

DON'T

YOUR

CLEAN STUDENTS WANTED to
share nice house clOlle to campus.

~F:.1.tive prices. cal1~~l~

~~~~~i::!erf~ent,T~:

WASTE

HOUSE FOR SUBLEASE. e'l:cellent location. behind Re.:
Center. Negotiable. 320 E. HestE':.
529-5499.
000llBe15 •

~ :r:rro~~~i.~:::ror

mediately. One available 5-14-83. I· . rOWN AND COUNTRY. IhSO
~. After6pm.
B9628Bcl54
two bedroom. central air, Infurnished. $IS0-month, no dogs
SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER, Bm 52S-2577.
9845B~I46
close. furnished. 2 bedrooms. $140
permooth. 4;';-«>05 after ~':k145
NICE AJIo'D CLEAN two bedroc.ms
Summer, fall and spring, ... lIh
summer rate. 12 montll leal'e
CAR BON D ALE
T H R E E starting Mav 15. Walking distance
!E~~o.oC~W~~~~~~~ toSIU."No peas. 52S-14228~~46
money. Rent from us: 10ft. wide.

~er, quiet. oonsmoker':=7

THREE FEMALE ROOMMATES
wanted, furnished 4 bedroom

8055 or 52S-1735, anytime.

Cherry.

TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED.
(Ma!~ ferw.ole or two females), for
big boos..' \lII Sycamore. One room
available now, OIle available May
15th. Call54t-7805. ask for Colette.
OO6OBeI48

e-~~~~:i:d.E:=~~

students. utiftties. mowin4a and

ro:U:oJ'i~UYJ::e~~rN~';er. :!~

CAMBRIA. QUIET, PRIVATE lot

Roommat••
FEMALE GRAD STUDENT to

CARBONDALE,

:n~~~crl:e= ~.~:

Can 549-4013,

FEMALE RENTER NEED to
share nice house, no lease, low
rent. CaD 1-98.">-4600 IX' 1-~i-ltl

~~~M~HEDC~~:e~~!::~k

• _ t h A.C., ...,td"8.
Very Oule•• 'umlture
. . .1....... S2t-lm. AI• •
2 Wnn .....1ow . . . .
.-th

~O:~~i~~~U~fJ'E~a~:J.Va t

EXTRA NICE 14 and 12 wide. Two
bedroom. carpeted, air. furnished,

·SI45·S36Q

T_ McIroonItrwller .1..

~~~ :~~. =g529-~1

Glisson M. H. P.

'lor2batM
'2 or 3 bdrm•

54. . . . .

or l!nfUrnished~ anchored~ un-

SUMMER SUBLEASE: MA LE or
female to rent one furnished
bedroom, nice three bedroom
~~i2~ood \ocatioo. ~ref:8

SUMMER HOUSING - LOW C!OSt!
$200 fer entire summer Includes'
local Ilhooe. kitchen facllities an.!
all utilities. On campus location.
For more information or appointment to see house, call Jofin
Simmen at 453-2441.
00278dI48

·CabI..,11Iion

HwySl Mort,

B9369BcI48

after 4:00 p.m.

·F... busIOS.I.U .
'laundromat

-_.
~

EXTRA NICE p'rivate

:~fDs~~=~o.::,mPe~~r~:

Mobile Home.

Ada,,.

* '.11

sites,

!::=~\':e ~~a;v~c~

99568c147

-..1
...... .....,'..,.,
Ia7S'.-tt..

......

..... Florieia Vacation

No

!g.:JD~Fd, ~ect ur:er~in~
SI20-m~.

.. a1a ....... a .........

_

C!am~•.

1101 mik:-ampus.
549-5991. 529-1565.

"",e _ _

HOUSIS _lINT
2.400W........ a.a..- 1a50/-.

,...~

Mall, 6 bloc'r: from

FEMALE WA..'I!TED FOR nice 2
bedroom apartment. Close to
campus. Summer. fall. Call 4572276.
99828el46
MALE ROOMMATE. SUMMER.
vera nice 2 bedroom house. air

~ai:=:a~e~~~ :,~t::~i

SUMMER SUBLEASE. FEMALE
roommate 1 bedroom in nice 3
bedroom trailer, washer-dryer.
Call 52S-1485 after 5 p.m. Or 4535334 ext 29. 8 a.m .... :30 p.m.
9993Be149
FEMALE ROOMMATES, NICE
home washer-dryer, dishwasher,

:~~:~:"f~~.er.~M~'

Sum0005Be147

ONE MALE NEEDED to sublet a
spacious 4 bedroom house for th't
summer with 3 other happy Vll-

~dsaf::~. highly ~~;47

ONE OR TWO roommates needed

2 BEDROOM DUPLEX, very I!ice,
country setti~, 15 minu!cs from

~Jro~' appliances, ~1~1~~1~
THREE BEDROOM, LUXURY,
furnished, fully carpeted. washer,

:r:-m~~' ~~:.1>::~~529-~
B9979Bfl62

after 6 p.m.

AVAILABLE

Well

monllHiummer, $375-mooth fall·

HElPI WANTED
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! $14-528.000
Carribean. Hawaii. World. can for

~~-I?:~r.Lu~rtr~ter.

1-

9347C148

EARN $500.00 OR more per week,

~~~~~'!a~~I! 3F~our~:reda~ii:

r~~::!-~!~, 2~r~~U~u~;~rt~~

Blvd. Dept DE. Beverly Hills. CA
90211.
8767CI~
EARN S500 OR more each school
year. Flexible hours. Montbly

~~;!~tJ:u~I~§ ~s=.:.

Prizes awarded as well. 800-S2&9540Ct60

0883.

MALE ROC~MATE TO share
nice mobile home near campus

peri~nced,

0042Be148

16.

spring. No dogs. 549-7901. 998IBf154

~~~~~~~asbe~~

~mn::!~:trA5if:·gop~~ntiL ~

MAY

~~~.c, ~~~iS~~W. t~

LAB.

TECH.
HERRIN.
Exgenerally qualified

bos~llal labOraloglecbnician.

~~r~::~ t~11\~~t~

2m.

B9605C152

CARS PAINTED, SI$O. Rust
repaired All paint guaranteed. 12
years experience. 457·8223. bet!e:=r.:~!~~m for In(=Mr~

· HELP WANTED
MMEDIATI' FULL-TIME
PENINGS for a graduate of an
MA approved Rel!piratory
erapy school. CC'mpetilive
ry aDd frlnge benef,t program.
ontad: Personnel Department,
St. Elizabeth's HOIIl!ital, 211 South
Third Street, Belleville. IL 82221 1(61S)-234-212O,nt 1493. B9537CI52

THE

HANDYMAN.

WrU't.

9409EI49

SENATOR GAttY HART for
President. J~. Education, and
Arms Control. For more in·
formation: Students for Hart, 5464

REBUILT

STARTERS

AND

(536-7721l. or submit cover letter

TYPING SERVICE - MUR·

SOFTBACL COORDINATOR
MURPHYSBORO. For Jackson
County 4-H summer ~gram June

available. Can after 4 :~. 687·2553.
9469EUO

tl ~=~~!>'..!:n
H::;IJr!S'?;
HI~h School iliploma

DAVIS

9I!6OJ146

WI DON'T SPIN TAUS

CONSTRUCTION,

Not Older'Utlt

~YJ,~go:=' ~=. ~~
free estimates, senior discount,

:In~thaxpe~~~~

auto aDd telephoDe required.
Salary S3.95 to $4.10 per hour.

:ar38~~~~.zne~~:,~

LIFEGUARDS, CITY OF Carbondale. FolD' seasonal ~itions

lOme erl!dit ntended. 457-8438.
9583E153

Tau Kappa Epsilon

~PC'\tI~Dh~:\D:r~~:r;g~~~

Intern.tlonal f,.ternlty

''TIM. OUT"

NEW
AMW AY
, • Silver
producers". WaDt to deversify
r:ur income~ Get involved with
~A ~~ Amway Dis~~'r46 .

~fmru:1ta~31rJW:ghG~g:r:~

~uivalent.

Coml!letioD of the Red
CrOlis Life SavlOg Course and
r.msession of a valid Red Cross

t~e~::r~:~W~t~IaI::~DI:'

CAKES

:=rsR~O:dCt:'~~~~

DECORATED:

For the .... Happy Hour
at the Student Recreation

c:.m..1hunday.
4-6pm

BIR·

le't~"r~Ca.r!~yt~:'~f99a.Will

Instructor's c:ard. $3.35 JM!I' boui'.
City Hall,

~~3

LONGBRANCH VINTAGE
CLOTHING from 1930's to 1960's.
Sale on women's cotton summer
dresses. SI and $2. Noon to 6,

Cam-

C~~ (wt~~~.:cJf;}Ke!':v':i

roo~Y'Jrc~'!-J., a~x~at~~r

~~l:o::::;'~~~(~~d

Naturals.
BOO26KI46
RUMMAGE, BAKE SALE .
~phany Lutheran ChIB'Cb, lSOI

board. $22O-$4OO-month. Must be
hard worker. have strong desire to

~B~s.h=~8t~,ta~
4161.

~.:e'::lftie~:
~~i!:e~9888KI46
ta~y
clotbes, toys, misc.

997SC147

TERM PAPERS,
THESES,
Dissertations, resumes, report
projects. etc .• (IBM electronic

COME
CELEBRATE
INTERNATIONAL Classified Advertising Week! Place a NEW ad
starting anytime within the week
of May H to run 5 consecutive
~1i' ~:~ the 5th day ~f~l
RESIDENTIAL

eqIDpmellt). Call 549-6226'

ASSISTANT

~~9: ~a~[bs~~ce I

r::tIoD.

mentally' disabled adults. F:R:
time
Live in preferred.

~~f!~c::a!f:~ ~expe':i~

in social servIce area. SeDd
resumes to Five Star IDdustries,
Inc., PO nOll 206, DuQuoin IL
62832. Equal OpportUDity tmpIoyer.
0008C145
CLIMBING
WALL
INSTRUCTORS needed for Fall
Semester. Applications available
at the Studerir Recreation Ceo~

~;t=~~~~:~
5531, est. a.
bOO64C145

971ME158

TYPING - THE OFFICE. 40!1 W.
Main Street. 549-3512.
9858El60
COME
CELEBRATE
INTERNATIONAL c.:lassified Ad·
vertislng Week! Place a SEW ad
starting Bllyume W1Uun the week
of May H to run 5 c:oosec:utive
~~:~the5tb day~f~l
CUSTOM GARDEN TILLING.

~=~~ ~:!~~~r~::
0011iE146

PIIone 549-6259.

I
I
I

NEED AN EDGE For FiDal
Exams'! Get it with the Memory
System. Uses natural abilities to
refine memory toc:r:rfectioD. A

~~~igi~~:. ~
C;rce~ ~era:Jft~~

Mooey Back Guarantee. ~96 pi..

r.h:afFfo~~n~~~~cFm:

;~~~ ::rJ:.iD~ ~t;.erlx

perience. All ges. Paychecb fully

~~::tJ~~=~'
Box
0048EI44

=:J~~~~r~,!:J
~ have dline that week. No ea-

~~~~ef=i~~
re~est. ~to: KM~ Dele
~'I1: Box

122. Carbon~~~46

DANCERCISE
INSTRUCTORS
NEEDED for Fall Semester.
AppIi~tiona available at Student

~t~~Sa::='~~

c:a'ua~.F:lm~~ iDf~46
EXPERIENCED WAITRESSBARTENDER. Approximately.

~rem=:t'J~~r~!" =~
Shoppill& Cellter,lIIiurpbysboio.
~a

I

FEMALE WANTED. STORE
maintenance and retail sales. May
I I· Labor Day. Gateway Marina, [-

I

985-3768.

-

B0II21C144

ATTENDANTS: FOR SUMMER
and Fall • 83, m-f to assilt
1
P1Yslc:aUr disabled students witb
f(~r~I50c:-re. Apply a~t&

ISERVICES OFFERED

PROFESSIONAL DOG
GROOMING. all breeds- low
~~ and tender loving ~17

receipt of order. Stro

Ing for energetic. talented per-

sonnel to ftD the following
positions for the

1983-84

schooIyeu:

General Manager
Editcr-..Chief
Assistant EdItor
ProductIon Manager
Business Manager
Marketing DIrector
Public Relations DIrector
Groups and Organizations
CoordInators
Art DIrector
Photo EdItor
Writers
Photc!Japhers
Dlustraters

PUBLIC AUCTION - THE
following vehicle wiD be sold to the

the D.E. CLASSIFIEDS

Lov.Mom

REAP RESULTS

Dad

Workshop to help
combat procrastination
By Ralph Robinson
Student Writer

For those who know what has
to be done, and yet keep putting
off the inevitable, a workshop
t~Y.~:::a7.c:rl~U~in~ D on procrastination win be held
1963 OIil8mo~le Ambufance in by the Career Counseling
nceU"!!!t condition with aD Center at 3 p.m. Wednesday in
odometer rea:ling of 46.920 miles. Woody Hall 8-142.
Tbis vehicle bas an 8-cylinder
"Everyone procra.c;tinates."
engine with 44.6 b4?fSepoWer. This
Ambulance may be seen on tlle said Diane Tinsley, counseling
psychologist with the Career
ru~o':it~ ~, ~~F~:~~c" Center aod coordinator of the
Larry Wimp. City C1erk'
workshop. She said people
BOO66Kl44
procrastinate for a number of
RIDERS WANTEO
reasons.
"We look at the frame of
RIDE •• THE STUDENT Transit" reference and at the emotional
to ~o • Suburbs. Runs eve~ reasons for procrastinating,"
S~n':£.ayr:~ J:;t:~e:: 5~ said Tinsley. "People also may
hours to Chic:a.soland. This week
be rebelling against the amount
~~Roun~m: :m~l~ of work they have to do."
wed.).
reservations inTinsley also said there are
formationc:an529-1862. 0076PI50
legitimate
reasons
for
procrastination.. such as a lack

:g.~~ill~i~t~ tzJ~TI~t}.;!

J?ei>Mtment Auction aCr0&8 ffOOl

X

}l:r!::.

l10r

~ation

• A TIENTION·
The 0bIeIsk nyearbocjt is Ic:dt-

If TA:{EOYER would
TAKE
would
TKE TAKE EVERYTHING

AUCTIONS & SALES

SIU'ra~:~~vi f~i!B:;1t!

Congratulations on
your growth & change

OF'.

Iqva,.1
WC.IH.WI'

. . t ........ _

9692E156

NEEDED: STAFF TO work at

~afure,

_"er

llowe you. Mike

construCtion. Sprow clean-up and
hauling. Free consultation. 5497089 e_.
9626EI44

B9942CI44

!:Kc!wins. areas:

stwtI,.

~~~o~~.~W~t~~,~
graduate ~ool. References

May.

ege. Equ

In honor of
Int.....tlonal CI.........
AchrertW,. W. . .
wh.n you place a NIW ad
enytIme within the
week of ~ to run 5
consecutiYe days you receive
the fifth day fRIll ..II
"'-U11

~i~ ~~~ (tt~r~~~5o&~~icago.

~:::r:~ lo.:erl ~~:uf::r~:.':~
~~1~~lfD work ~=t~

~n~::~::, GPSC, 3~~

tkIppy alrthdtIy foxyl

DANCERCISE
AND DINE
classes. Fitness for ladies 35 and
=..rfJ~SIeS begiD April~fl~~

reW!m~: PIJ:~a~i:n'abf!ec~~~:s:

:~~1iti~~~.n&in':J~ G~

EmpiOy~.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

THE
HANDYMAN.
EVERYTHING from fixing
doorknobs
to
remodeling
bathrooms. Roofing. c:arpent~l
References. 457-7026.

B9772CI45

ONE - ~ TIME GRADUATE
ASSISTANT: GPSC liaison to
Graduate School. Required:
Kmwledge of Grad Sdlool, GPSC;

are:t

\SMILE~Y)

549-2794

LAWN

1r~~U.r:;.tw~lt~":o:~t~

to wort mornings during summl!l'.
~~7 Fr~~l!.Jsnz~. Wisely

:rsP~ recrfetion

(~\

FrM"........cy ...tI . .

I confidential .... I.tanc:.

pnce. References. 457-7026.
9410E149

ex~~J>~~~~::J'~I~e

E. O. E.

'RIONANTl

.. II ...,....GHT

)
)

\

(~/
~

SMILETODA~

\ C·.

'0 the IIwothen of

118_''''0.-..

TMnbhwenl. . WhI.......
....... your
LItt.. SI......

GoGreelc

ALMA . . . . . . . . .

. .1come..11
fraternity .....
IIOf'Orft'" to .....Id.....
In the

AE~
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W"'~127
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luck

of
information,
physical
problems or just the worker's
habits. Even though there are
legitimate
reasons
for
procrastination,
Tinsley
warned "students know the
consequences
lor
procrastination. "
For the prevention of
procrastination, Tinsley said,
''we provide an overview to
identify the priorities for
completing the work." Time
management and small group
discussion will highlight the
workshop. Tinsley said there is
"no coincidence" that the
workshop is scheduled ocJy
weeks before fmals.
For the 10 years that Tinsley
has been with the Career
Center, the workshops have
been taking place every
s~mester and good feedback
has been received on the
workshops. Tinsley said

WDDD·TV to air full time
WDDD-TV. the region's independent UHF television
station, begins 24 hour-a-day
operation Thursday. It becomes
the second stati.en in the area to
be on the air round the clock,
following KFVS-TV who began
such programming a few weeks
ago.
The station has
been
operating on a 71 hour-per-week
schedule and will more than
double its broadcast hours.
According to Dutch DoeIitz-

sch,
WDDO-TV
general
manager, new programs on
Channel '1:1 will include a
Saturday afternoon double
feature movie, programs from
Trinity Network featuring the
nation's leading religious
broadcasters, daily exercise
programs and Sunday morning
cartoon block and new music
shows. The new profIrams will
be additions and will change the
station's existing schedule very
little, DoeIitzsch said.

G~duate .tuden. film
A loeal1y-produced film,
"Room to Move: The Teenage
Years," will air at 9 p.m.
Wednesday on Channel 8 WSIUTV. The 3O-minute report was
produced by SIU-C graduate
student, Steven James,
James worked with local
students, parents, schools and
community
agencies
to
examine' the increase' in

air. Wedne.day

problems for adolescents .
'The report will cover such
controversial issues as single
parent families, teenage
pregnancy,
high
school
dropouts, runaways,
delinquency and suicide.
Viewers wiD have the opportunity to discuss the issues
highlighted in this film at 9 p.m.
Thursday durirul a program
titled "Inquiry~ The Far.lily."

n.ny Egyptian"April 27. 1983, Page .21_ .

Elway's dilemma highlights NFL draft
Ignoring his statement that he
would nol play for them, the
Baltimore Colts started the
National Football Leage draft
Tuesday by selecting Stanford
quarterback John Elway.
Elway responded to that by
threatening to forego a football
career and sign a contract with
the New Yorl: Yankees unless
the Colts trsde him to a West
Coast team.
Elway, a pure dropback
passer who has been called the
best quarterback prize since
Joe Namatb came out of
Alabama, was the first of a
record six quarterbacks taken
in the first round of tlle draft.
All went to AFC teams.
Meanwhile the 5t. Louis
Cardinals made defensive back
Leonard Smith of MeNeese
State their first pick, and the
Chicago Bears selected offensive tackle Jimbo Covert of
Pittsburgh and wide receiver
Willie Gault of Tenne&Se in the
first round.
After Baltimore took Elway,
the Los Angeles Rams took
running back I~rjc Dicke~ of
SMU, Seattle p;~«ed Curt
Warner of Penn State, Denver
took offensive tackle Chris
Hinton of Northwestern, SaD
Diego took linebacker Dilly Ray
Smith 'If ArkaIl38S, the Bears
took (;olbert. and Kansas City

took
quarterback
Todd
AllfiveteamsinAFCEastem
Blackledge of Penn Slate.
Division picked a quarterback
The Colts had entertained in the first round.
trsde offers for the No.1 choice
The Bears had been hoping to
in the draft, but were unable to land offensh'e tackle Hinton of
strike the rigbt deal. San Diego, Northwestern, but settled mDanas and the Los Angeles stead for tackle Covert. Later,
Raiders, among others, had all they made Gault the 18th player
tried to obtain Baltimore's pick. taken in the first round, just
After taking Elway, the Colts behind the Cardinal's selection
insisted that they did not draft of defensive back Smith.
him just to trade him away.
Coach Mike Ditka was hapPy
Elway didn't take to that idea. with what the Bears got.
"As I stand now it's going to
"Covert is an agressive
bhaeVAbn~tserulball.. 'ou'tbefootsabaidll' b'u'It blocker and he's so strong he
...
eo
can knock his man off the line or
I'm a lot closer to baseball than
I was before."
Elway has a five-year
Hop Right Down To
escalating-salary offer from the
The Dally Egyptian
Yankees that would average
about $500,000 a year. His father
said that his son had agreed in
principle to the deal, and Elway
' aid he expected to be playing
~;)r
the Yankees'
Fort
Laudf!rdale team in the Class A
FlOrida State League next
season.
Other quarterbacks taKen in
the first round were, in order of
selection - BlackledRe of Penn
State by Kansas City; Jim
Keller of Miami by Buffalo;
to place a
IllinoIS' Tony Eason by New
D.E. CLASSIFIED
England; Ken O'Brien of CalDavis by the New York Jets:
and Dan Marino of Pittsburgh
by M.c:mi.

Revived hitters lead
baseball team on road
By Dan Devine
Assodaw Sports Editor

The SIU-C baseball team will
take a revived hitting attack
and a struggling pitching staff
to Eastern Illinois Wednesday
for
a
non-coD'ernce
~oubleheader .
Along with a single game
Thursday at home against St.
LOlliS, the games will give the
Salukis a chance to find some
added pitching for a crucial
weekend series against conference rival Indiana Stote.

SIU-C is 17-14, and 2-2 in the
Missouri Valley Conference
race. a game behind Eastern
Division leading Indiana State.
Tom Caulfield will start his
first game in a long time, and
Dick Wysocki will probably
start the second game. according to Coach Itchy Jones.
Jones also plans on trying out
former shortstop Ricb Kocb on
the mound, and Jay Bellissimo

and Richard Ellis may get some
throwing in before the weekend.
. They'l] face an Eastern
Illinois team that has used a .338
team batting average and
decent pitching to carry it to a
15-9 record. The Panthers have
added 25 bome runs and 20
stolen bases.
The Salukis have some solid
hitting numbers as well,
especially after ending a twoweek offt:nsive slump against
Illinois State over the weekend.
SIU· C scored 25 runs in the final
three games a~ainst the Red·
bids, punching Its team batting
avera~e to, .296.
Scott Bridges pushed his
average back over. 400 again. to
.404. and continues to lead the
tea.ll in runs. hits. total bases,
dr~.;,-:o. triples. and runs batted

turn him. In some of the post
seson games he looked like he
was toying with the people he
played against."
Wide receiver 'uault, who
runs a 9.95-100 meters and a
4.12-40 gives th«· Bears' offensive a deep threat.
""e can be to U'.l what Bob
"Da1.IYes. was to D:JUas," sa:
tka
Gault, who was a member of
tilt' 1980 US OlympiC team that
boycotted the Games, said he
hopes a rule change would allow
him to compete in 1984.

The6-2,I78s~teralsoran

aack punts and kickoffs at
Tennessee.
"I've never been caught from
behind;' he said. "When I do
get caught it'll be time to get out
of the game."
In the second round the Bears
selected cornerback Mike
Richardson of Arizona. In the
fourth round they took guardcenter Tom Thayer of Notre
Dame - and then learned that
Thayer had already signed with
the Chicago Blitz of the United
States Football League.

After "pm 529-201"
Cla~ses

& Tapes
in Carbondal.

FOf 1"10.....1_ _ OtIIer tIfIlen ........ "'-

as ...... us Ci_ .......

Outside III'I'State CIU. TIlI_ FaU, . . .m-t712

OLD STYLE INTRAMURAL SPORTS

Sponsors
CANe)E & OBSTACLE COURSE RACES
Wednesday. May~. 1983, ~:OO p.m.
Campus Lake Boat ~k

2-Man
2-Woman
Mixed Doubles

\ \

§.~

All SIUC Students. Student
Spouses. Faculty/Staff and Spouses are
eligible with current SRC Use Card or
$3,00 Individual Event Entry Cord.

,

SIGN-UP at the SRC Information Desk. Late registration
will be accepted at the Boat Dock prior to race time with10 or Event Entry Card.
INTRAMURAL SPORTS Has Style

Publicity and Awards Donated by Old Style

in.

The doubleheader wiD begin
at 1 p.m. and will be broadeast
on WCIL-' M radio.

~M=ffi)~
~

315 S. III'nols Ave.

529-385'

T.J.'sHapp)
Hour 3-lpm
4~

Drafts
$2.00 Pitcher
654 Speedro"s
95,Orgasms
954 Hieneken &
Moosehead
_ 254Droft~

.I-l~·

LADIES HIGHT
65; $p",,,il, "'isl}

,II,

7

oz.~. Bottles
(grenades)
3FOR$1.25

small bar:

Cireg Clemon·s
& Colors
All DAY AND NIGHT
$1.25 Blue Phuckers
7St Meyers Creme
754 Amoretto & Creme
75c1 Watermelons
7~-" Kami-Kazi

NO COVER==e$~

)·clists finish one second back'
The SIU-C Phoer.ix Cycling
eam tooksec:ond througll
urth in the Men's A division of
e 6.l-mile Dardennes Road
ce held Sunday in st. Louis.
Mick Letourneaux, John
I~art and Dave Brown aU
rushed within less than a
of the winDf!l'. Joe
iegJer of St. Louis. "dour·
eaux came within inches of
'inning the close sprint.
In tbe Women's division,
inda E1sart took sec:or.ld
. d Audrey Thornton cl Sl.

when nine riders escaped from

the pack, staying together until
the finishing sprint.
''The wind made it impossible
for solo riders to get away."

Elgart said. "We tried to get
Letourneaux off by himself
about half·way through the
race, but the field ate him arter
a f_ miles. After that everyone
seemed to want to sit in."

ad:f
~::n~!~~~~on~:
just weren't aggressive enough
at the rildlt time. But second,
third ItnO fourth w~ a pretty
good finish."
Especially noteworthy was

iVER from Page 24
","IlCtice his tower f.',ves from
the tbree-meter. VeI'lt8tility in
that respect began his freshman
yeu, wben he trained at
Pulliam Pool, where there was
DO three·meter board. He
leamed a valuable lessoo then
from his first coacb, Julian
Krug, he said.
"OUt of everything that a~
pears to be a detriment 01' drag
you dOWD, yol.l can find
something positive. We learned
our whole liAt of tbree-meter
dives on t:raDtpoline, so in a
competition we had to dive
them c:okl. I didn't light the
world OIl ftre, but I woo a lot of
meets. We W'!l"e pretty tough
and we thought of ourselves that
way. We were ready to compete ....
He feels DOW that bell be
ready to compete at the
Olympics. Upon arriving in
Texas May 20 with Barb, his
wife since Dec:ember, he'll
begin hard training until June.
The Pan Am Games Trials, a
trip to Austria and Italy, and the
outdoor nationals come in quick
succession during the summer.
"I'm not going to have time to
relax, and that's where experience comes in. You have to
work hard if you want to make
it. I enjcy diviDg so moen,

though. I'm so excited >!OOut
this trip I'm sure I'D be able to
keep my perspective."
The Olympics are always in
the back of his mind, he said.
"If that's what you're
training for, if it's your goal, it's
got to be. Bl.t it'.. a Ions term
goal. 11 that's aU I ever thought
about, I'd have a hard time
getting up fOl' meets that J have
to get up for."
The meets this summer
important ODes to get up (or,
beCause making a ruame for
himself is just as much of ~
training as the physical and
mental preparation.
"It's the sociological as~,"
he said. "For the trials, the
judges bave to know that you're
a comJl>etitor, that you're
capable of doing this more than

,..re

once."

And if be gets to do it at the
Olympics, the grown-up Qver
with ttJe childhood dream will
have reached his goal.

Free l.unch Dellva,l.s

.~

the n!'le of Dave Brown in his

~we.Qulche.
11 .. 1:30
549..3366

first klJ)<ategory race. After
being dropped early in the race,
~ro-..vn caught the pack with a
five-mile er-'ii'e. In the sprint he
finish-.."f! fOlll-ih.
"I 1100gb about giving up
seven" tir,les," Brown said,
"but "ou I\!.ver know how a race
will turn out. As it was 1 beat
most of those people 1 was
chasing,"
In the Men's Brace, SIU-C
Phoeriix riders Curt Martel and
Cyril Friend placed ninth and
12th.
In other cycling events, Lynn
Irons finished 17th in the road
race of the Pan· American
Trials in Telimena, Okla. This
was Irons' frrst national class
race and he described it as a
"learning nperience." The
race was held in a driving
rainstorm and included a
number of 2,ooo.root descents
twisting roads.
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J ••tArrlyeci
-New Shipment of .eptll.. and
Amphibians

I:!lkiig.g

Lots of unusuol pets t., choose from

*wefix

*Small MaCaw Special 20 % oft

STEREOS " AMPLIfiERS
TAPE DfCKSIRADIOS/P.A:s

"Severe MoCaw" Vellow Collored MaCaw
''Noble MaCaw"

SO~J) EQUIPMENT
prompt.c:ou.-teous'expert
..Jl work parantHd!

BAND

-New arrival of FISH
Tociay

·;jt;HUL~

2forl+l¢

Murcia'. Shopping
Canter
549-7211

lI5 S. UlinoiSAve./Car1IondJ.e
for Tim

IIfIone 529-5501 Ask
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(across from the University Mall)

The Finest Chinese Cuisine

Op->n Seven DayS A Week
Ssll fpr....""thm .. W!l! out .,7-1114
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Carbondale's Original Deli

SHAWNEE TRAILS
FOR WI"D SHELLS & fI"ORflIS
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Harper selected by Atlal"ta
in fourth round of NFL draft
By Ken Perkins
St.!' Writer

Staff Photo by Brian Howe

lohnHarper
.• .fired up for Atlanta

Other NFL draft picks
see story on page 22

John Harper's dream of
playing in the National F'XJtball
League took a giant step toward
reality Tuesday when the
Atlanu- Falcons selected him in
the fourth round of the NFL
draft.
The news came a little .later
than expected for the Mi!'.<iouri
Valley Conference defensive
player of the year, being the
122nd player chosen. but
somehow that took a distant
back seat to what he's yearned
since rising to promim,nce as a
Saluki Iinebaclter. An opportunity to play with the best.
''I'r,' fired up." said an dated
Harpel' only hours after hearing
tbe news.
"Coach eRey) Dempsey and I
were sweating it out all morning
at his hc.\\JSe. I was thinking
positively ahoot it, but swt'.at
kept rolling down my face. Then
I got a call from my roommate
and foutid out they had tried to
contact me at home."
The fact that Harper was the
14th linebacker chOsen in the
draft was surprising news to
Dempsey. He was one of many
who felt Harper would be
chosen somewhere in the fant
three 1'OUlIfB.
"I'm quite surprised, but I'm

~ ha~~~ =~t:!t'i

"I think I'll fit in because of
the type of player I am and the
type 'Of def,eru;e they play," said
Harper.

back-up help. After picking up
Alabama defensive end Mike
PiUs in the first round.
Lt'uisiana State's defensive
back Gene Britt in the second
and Anthony Provence. a nose
tackle from South Carolina in
the third, the Falcons nabbef:!
H:trper.
"The linebackers are the
strength of our defense." the
spokesman said. "And after ..... e
fulfilled (,Id needs in other
areas, we looked for a
Iinebac!..er, We .....ere looking for
a ~:lpable back-up for those
starters. And we think Harper
was the best available one at th,'
time."
Harper said toe's aware of the
young linebackers in Atlanta
and of his new role he may have
to play, but said that makes it
~en more challenging.

"I figure I've got to learn the
system from somebody," said
Harper. "As long as I'm playing
ball, I'm satisfied. U there's
''With Atlanta, I won't lose something I can do for Atlanta
any phase of my game. They're to help them, to contribute in
the WId of team rll like playing anyway, I'D be satisfied. I just
for. I do know that they have want the opportunity."
young linebac'lers. And it may
be hard to break in because of
their ckpth, but I'm more than cl~tZ ~g~ ~:;L~:~~
willing tAl work han!. I'm just quite hit the &-2. 234 pounder.
ftred up I1bout the whole thing."
"I'm really just getting over
the mental ~t ol getting
According to a public drafted," he saId, "and I thmk
relations spoke5ml\n for the that will last about a month.
AUanm frai1chise, the Falcons
have a strong and steady set of
"J 'm just happy I got
starting linebackers, but need pick~1."

=

wC'the professionals were
tellina me about him. Some had
said lie would go higher than
two. But the whole time be sat
with me. he never criticized any
00

of the players who ... aPe
selected before him. And he had
to be a little down. just to get
drafted in the fourth r\lund,
you're in a select group,"
Dempsey said.
Bemg selected in the fourth
round could prove to be a
dilemma of SON for Harper.
who WitS also drafted by the
Denver Gold of the United
States Football League a t~·.'
months ago. Although the
Gold's offer could be used as a
negotiating tool for his NFL
contract. it can't be ignored that
Harper passed up the offer to
see what NFL learn took interest.
Now being selected by
Atlanta. a bli!zing and 1",lmpaging defensivp. (earn. Harper
says he couldn't have bo?-en
picked by a more (:ompatible
team.

Living life-time dream is diver's goal
every bit as strong as be Is. 1
can rip (enter the water without

EclJtar·. IteIe - 11liI II &be
fIItIa .. a ser_ _ '_er aJ1d
preseat Sahdd adlJeta with
Olympic: uplraUG..
B1 JoA_ Mardlaewski
SportI EdlW

FIymg through the air.
It's the dream ol many smaO
children. and when Rick
Theo'.1d was seven years old,
he discovered that diving was
about the Closest thing to flying
that he could imagine.
A Saluki diver from 1976
throu~ 1981, Theobald, now 24,
is still flying. Since falling in
love with diving while growing
up in Chicago Heights,
Theobald has come a long way.
He has established himself as
one of the top divers in the
country, and is a serious c0ntender for one of two spots on
tire! U.S. Olymvic team.
He made the commitment go
for the spot in 1979, although the
dc!sire to make it goes back
much further.
". started diving when • was
seven and 1 really liked it," he
said. "After diving for two
summers, I decided I wanted to
make the Olympics. Originally I
thooght it would be in 1980
because I would be 21 and after
that 1 tbougbt I'd be too aId,
over the hill.
"But it started coming up 00
1980 and my training wasn't
anywhere near the level it had
to be. So in 1979 1 decided that
be the year to push for

;r.:would

Theobald wiD spend the last
year before the OIympk: trials
pushing for his 'dream m Texas.
He bas trained in Carbondale
sim:e entering sru.c during the
fllll oll976. but the Jack of a 10rJeter platform makes the
move nece.ary.
Theobald will take witt him a
wealth of knowledge and experience that he has built up in
Pagt

~

On the road to '84
that span. It is during the last
year that he really established
himself, says C18ch Denny
GoI.ien, as he reached finals in
all three events - Ofh.>-, threeand to-meter - during the 1982
indoor national championships;
and flfth on to-meter this year.
He is also a member of the U.S.
national team.
"He has !:Iearly established
himself," (;<}Iden said. "When
peorle start p.ssessing finals,
tm!y hIi~'e to include bis name.
He is defini tely a persG.'" to
t.'ount on to be in the top three or
four."
But as impressive as theit is,
when it comes to reaching an
Olympic goal. being third or
fourth won't do it. Only the top
two on three- and lo-meter
make the trip to LA.
"I'm not fooling myself or
anyone else that it will be
easy," Tbeobald said. "On
platform those spots DOW would
go to Greg Louganis and Bruce
Kimball. They're the favorites,
they've beeu doing it a long a
time.
"I can't com.,ete with
Louganis in terms ol elegance.
but in terms ol lII~th. I'm
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a ~) as clean as Kimball.
which is his strength, but at the
m'\IIlent 1 can't do it as consist.oi:tlv. So if I can rip as
strong 8l> !limbaU and b0 as
strong as J..ou&."IIis, I'll beat
them."
That 'if' is a possi~1ity, both
on platform, which he coosiders
his stronger event, and on
springboard.
"U I :tidn't think I bad a shot,
I wouldn't go to Texas," be said
"Two years ago I had a
snowball's chance in hell ol
making it. Bat J'd say my
chances are getting better
every year. t "Would have quit a
long time! ago ill wasn't getting
better."
"Nationals usually turn out to
be a dual meet between
Louganis and KimbaU with a
scramble between six or eight
other ~!vers for the otber
SJoots," GoI~n said. "On tower.
Rick trailitiooallr hasn't been
rt-gank'CI as a npper, but the
Ia,t two years he's been as
dean as they are. Plus he's got
a great deal of strength. He
looks dynamic in the air. On
springboard he has the takeoffs. and be's close to getting
good entries."
Theobald is throwing the
hardest Jist of springt-oard
dives in theUmted Smtes at this
point. but on platform is
sticking With "the tried and
true" until he gets into .. c0nsistent training routine. The
springboard dives are at the
point where he can do them
every day. but they ne.!d to be
polished.
"It just means having a little
extra sha~," Golden said.
"He wasn t missing them, but
he didn't have that sharpness on
s~boero that be showed on
platform.
. "A few platform diver-; have
added difficulty. but others woo

im~ressiob,
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Rick Theobald

haven't still scored high at
nationals. Right oow, Rick's list
is a good one, and it allows him
to be steady and score
high." The physical aspects of
training are not the only ones
the diver is working on. ~ing
sharp and mentally alert is just
as important. Theobald believes
Uta! now more than ever afte.·
w',tching a friend, just a few
weeks out of Il brace after

=~rn~~nbac!: ~':liftL:

meter during nationals.
"It was really incredible that

you can do that with absolutely
training under your belt, but
he was very mentally prepared,
it was something he really
wa:i~.ed to do. He didn't dive
gre:.t or anything, but he dove
good enough to get into semifmals. So you have to think: that
diving is at least 90 percent
mentaJ."
With that in mind, TheOOaJd
utilizes mental rehersal to increase sbP.rpness.
"I think about the dift I have
to do, playing it over in my
head. It's like playing a movie,
forward and backward, seeing
where you want to be at dif·
ferent points. You. ~et a vi\;d

DO

make up a· little
scenario. I BIlk Denny to judge
me, and I go up on lhe board and
say "Ibis is the fluals of the
tbree-meter cha.mpi\'llSbip and
I'm performing a ~erse twoand-a-half pike, degree of
diffICUlty, 3.0.' I even try to
sound like the announcer.
"I envision myself not on the
diving board I'm on, but on the
one • know is at nationals. I've
been to most of the pools, so I
koow what th~y're Iilte.
"It prepares you before you
get there because it can be very
overwhelming. Sixty-five
divers, the top in the COWItry' a
lot of them the top in Ute world,
so you have to be prepared, you
need little buffers or safety
valves."
At this year's nat. ')nals.
Theobald was disappointed with
his one- and three-meter performances. 10th and 26th
respectively.
"I let it get me down, so I took
a cIA'; clf and relaxed a bit. Then
I remembered a little bit of
what I teach peo~le on how to
compete. You don t worry about
what can happen or what might
happen, because none of its
eXISts until you do it."
That attitude helped, because
Theobald~~atoplace

ftfth on platform. an event that
be basn't had (onsistent
f:01".iliUng OIl lately because of a
Jack of a to-meter tower at SIllC. That hun't llurt his performance that much, though.
"I have a Jot of experience to
draw back on," he said. "The
dives 1 do on lo-meter, I
practice every day, I just don't
Pl-actice them on platform."
The time Theobald spends in
the air jumping off springboard
is about the same time he gets
going off the platform, so he can
See DIVER. P8ge Z3

